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Young Wild West's Bowie Battle
Or, ARIETTA AND THE MINE QUEEN
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER L-Trouble on the Hotel Porch.
".'Dhere goes the prettiest girl I .e ver saw, gentlemen!"
The speaker was Tom Jasper, s,uperintendent of
the Neille Havens Mine, Red Ruby, Arizona. He
was sitting on the porch of the Dynamite Hotel,
his feet resting upon the iron bar that ran
around from post to post, forming a railing, and
which was used by some of the hotel guests to
tie their horses to, and his remark was add~-essed to half a dozen men, who were roughly dresseel and unquestiona:bly miners. The object of his
remark was a g.olden-haired girl of perhaps seventeen, who was mounted upon a cream-white
broncho and riding slowly up the single street of
the hustling mining camp of Red Ruby.
"She's sa1·tinly a good looker, Tom,'' one of the
miners answered. "But I didn't think any gal
could come np ter ther Mine Queen, in your way
of th.inkin'."
"Oh, Nellie is the best girl that ever lived, and
I think a lot of her. But that don't keep me from
expressing my" opinion, though. As I said before, there goes the prettiest girl I ever saw."
"An' there comes her feller!" spoke up another
of the loungers. "That's why she was lettin'
her horse go at a walk. She was waitin' fur him,
I reckon. Is he ther puttiest boy yer ever seen,
Tom Jasper?"
Tlhe superintendent of the Ne'llie Havens Mine
looked at the speaker and frowned.
"What makes yo.u ask that question, Norris?"
he asked, as he knocked the ashes from his cigar
and gazed at the miner keenly.
"I don't know, Tom, unless it's because I think
he's jest as good lookin' fur a boy as ther gal is
fur a gal," was the reply. "Accordin' ter all accounts, they're both a blamed sight more'n good
lookin', in ther way of human bein'i::. Young ·wild
West is ther champion of all thBr deadshots of
ther West, they say, an' he's got ther reputation
of bein' ther coolest piece of goods that ever.
jerked a gun from a ho·l ster. He never takes
water from nobody, so they say, an' he always
stands up fur ther right. That's what yer might
call bein' somethin' better than bein' good lookin'
'
I think.'~
"Well, if all that is true, Young Wild ·west cer~air_i.1¥ must be a peg or two above the ordinary
mchv1clual. But, boys, I don't believe it is true.
When Young Wild West and his friends arrived
h ere last night, I sized them up pretty well. I

was not Ion~ in coming to the crmclusion that
they are bluffers. The fact that the boy can
handle a gun so quickly and shoot straight has
made him feared considerably, and it is on the
strength of that, I think, that he puts up his big
bluff. But that has got nothing to do with the
pretty girl, though. She may be a bluffer, too;
but she's got the looks, and if she isn't a stunner
my name isn't Tom Jasper, that's all."
It was just then that a Chinaman came out of
the hotel banoom and stood on the porch. He
was just a common, everyday Chinaman, as far
as his appearance went; but when he lit a big
cigar a..'1d then placed his hands in his pockets
and took a cool survey of those on the porch,
some of them began to suspect that he was a
very fresh heathen.
"Velly nicee morning, so be,'' he remarked
pleasantly. "Led Luby velly nicee tovrn; me likee,
allee samee."
Then he turned his gaze toward the dashing
and handsome young couple riding up the street.
They were nearly a quarter of a mile away, and
were apparently taking a ride just for the exercise.
"That's your boss goin' up there, ain't it?"
asked the miner who had been called Norris.
"Me allee samee leckon so; Young Wile! Vvest
velly nicee boss, so be."
"Huh!" exclaimed Jasper, looking at the miner
in disgust. "Norris, you must be hard up for
some one to talk with that you have to strike up
a conversation with a heathen Chinee!"
"Oh, he seems ter be all right," was the reply.
"What's ther use of havin' a grudge ag'in a man
what's ya.Her, so long as he minds his own busi~ess? I ~in't one of tl;.er sort· what's always tryI take things
in' ter git somebody in trouble.
easy, an' I never git mad unless there's •b lamed
good occasion fur it. But I J'eckon I won't say
no more now. It's time ter go ter work."
The whistle at the Nellie Havens Mine sounded just then for seven o'clock, showing that the
guests of the hotel were rather early risers, as
. two of them had already started out for a morning ride. But Young Wild West and his friends
were always early to rise. The biggest part of
their time was spent in traveling about the wildest parts of the West on horse~k, and they
were healthy and strong . from tl:Wi·ugged, outdoor life they led.
At the time of whicl:>. we are writing Arizona
was not settled very thickly, and, for that mat-
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ter, it is not now. But there was far more lawlessness in vogue then, and the inhabitants of a
mining camp or town usually took the Jaw in
their O\ -n hands and oiienders were summarily
dealt with. Young Wild West's traveling companions consisted of his pretty sweetheart, Arietta Murdock; Chey~1me Charlie, the scout, and
his wife, Anna; Jim Dart, a boy of about his ovm
age, and his sweetheart, Eloise Gardner, and two
Chinese servants, who were named Hop Wah
and Wing Wah. Having an income from the
mines he owned and was interested in, our hero
could well afford to pursue his favorite hobby,
which was to p;o about •t he wildest parts of the
region west of the Mississippi in search of adventure.
The party had arrived at Reel Ruby, Arizona, at
dusk the night before the opening of our story,
and, finding ample accommodations at the Dynamite Hotel, they had put up, with the intention of
remaining there fJ: day or two. What Norris, the
miner, had said about Young Wild West was not
one bit exaggerated. The boy had certainly made
a name for himself by his daring, wonderful
shooting-, and riding and strict adherence to the
right, that many a man old enough to be his
grandfather would have been proud to own.
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart were known as
his partners, and they certainly were, both in a
business sense and in companionship. A couple
of years of the sort of life they were leading had
caused the girls to Jive it, and though Arietta
was the only one of the three who had been born
and reared i.n the West, they could all shoot and
ride horseback a s well as the average person of
that region. Arietta, of course, had the advantage of them on these points, for she had been
brought up to use a gun and ride in the saddle.
She had learned much from her clashing young
lover, too, and now she was without question one
of the best riders and exponents of firearm s
wearing skirts in the whole region known as the
wild West.
But we will leave the handsome young couple
to finish their early morning ride and turn our
attention to what was taking place on the porch
of the Dynamite Hotel. Tom Jasper acted as
though he was going to say something to the
reply Norris had made, but he changed his mind
and, with a sneering smile on his face, he watched him as he walked away to his work at the
mine which he was superintendent of.
"Well, Sandy,'' he said to the man who had
been the first to speak to him in regard to the
pretty girl, "I suppose we'll have to get over
there, too. Suppose we go in and have a little
nip before we go?"
"I'm with yer on that every time, Tom!" exclaimed the miner, a grin spreading over his evillooking countenance.
"Well, just throw that heathen off the stoop
first. I don't like the looks of him!"
Before the Chinaman could make his escape
the miner called Sanely caught hold of him and
then sent him si:;inning from the porch.
"Hiµ hi!" yelled the Celestial, as he landed on
all fours in the sand below. "Misler Charlie!
Misler Jim ."
His appeal for help hardly rang out before a
tall man, with long, black hair hanging over his
shoulders, and a mustache to match, came out of
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the barroom on the run. Behind him was an
athletic boy, and both were attired in fancy
buckskin hunting suits, the same as Your;g vYilu
V/est wore.
"'Wh~tt's the matter, Hop?" a sked the tall man,
who w:i~ no other than Cheyenne Cha1·1;e, the famous ~cout and Indian fighte1·, and one of the
pai·tners of ou1· dashing young hero of the ·wild
West. "'Who hit yer'?"
"I chucked him off ther stoop, if yer want ter
know about it!" exclaimed Sandy, facing the scout
quickly.
,
"Then I'll chuck you off!"
Before the words were out of his mouth, Cheyenne Charlie seiz.ed the miner and swung him
over backward off the porch! Those who \vitnessed this were thunderstruck, for it was generally conceded that Sandy Hopper was the "boss
bad man of the town." Tom Jasper stepped back
in sheer astonishment, and as he saw the miner
getting upon his feet he called out:
"Go for him, Sandy! Fill him full of lead!"
As if he was going to help do the latter, he
pulled a rnvolver from his pocket. Bvt he had
barely brought it to light when the boy, who
was no other than Jim Dart, quickly struck it
from his hand.
"Take my arlvice and shut up!" said Jim, who
seldom had mu<'11 to say, and when he did speak
he meant it. "This isn't any row of yours, unless
you want to make it so very bad. If you'll only
say that you a1·e 10okin,o: for trouble, I'll try and
give you all you want of it!"
The mine superintendent took vYate1-, as the
saying goes. But his friend, the burly miner. did
not. He had been thrown from the porch by a
stranger, and he was bound to let himself loose!
As he got upon his feet he felt for his gun, but
it had dropped from the holste.- when he turned
a somersault in leaving the porch.
"There she is, 1·ight over there !" said CheyenI!e
Charlie. pointinl.'" to thf weapon. "Hop, jest pick
it up an' g-ive it ter him. I want tcr find cut
·how quick he is with a gun."
The scout leaper! from the porch and took hi3
position in the mi ddle of the street. The Chinaman hastened to do as he was told, and when
Sandy Hopper took the six-shooter from him
and turned toward the man in the street he
found that he was cover ed.
"Go on an' t ry t er shoot, yo.11 sneaking coyot~!"
the scout exclaimed. "But "You'd better wnte
out your will afore yer try it. Jest as sure as
vou raise that gun I'll put a hole through yer
that'll cause a leakage of your heart? Now,
then wha>t are yer go in' ter do about it?"
There w::i.s only one thing to do, and that was
to quit. Every one there knew that. It was
bitter medicine for the bad man to take, but it
had to go down.
"I'll see you some other time," he said, as he
dropped the revolver in the holster at his side.
"You've got it too much your own way jest now.
I ain't a coward, but I know what's good fur my
health an' what's bad. I tell yer right now, too,
that my name is Sandy Hopper, an' that I never
furo·its a galoot what does anything ter me!
Yot~ chucked me off ther stoop when I wasn't
expectin' it, but yer couldn't do it ag'in, not in
a dozen tries!"
"Come on back here, an' I'll soon show yer
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whether I kin or not!" replied the scout hotly.
"I reckon there ain't no dirty-faced galoot in
this here camp what kin scare me. I'm all wool
an' a yard wide, I am! I don't care fur nothin'
what ever growe<l, an' there's only one person in
ther world what I'll listen ter when I'm mad, an'
ihat are Young Wild West! Whoopee! Wow!
I'm all loose! Run, you measly coyote, run!"
C1·ack! The scout fired a shot, and the bullet
came so close to the feet of the miner that he
started down the street on a lope. Then, without stopping to get the "nip" he had spoken of,
Tom Jasper started after him.

CHAPTER II.-The Mine Queen.
Young Wild West and his sweetheart, Arietta,
did not ride very fa t when they left the tavern,
and they were within hearing distance when
Cheyenne Charlie's shot rang out.
"Something is going on back here, Et," said
the dashing young deadshot, as he brushed back
his long, chestnut hair and listened. "I reckon
we'll go back and see."
"All right, Wild," replied the girl. "I only
wanted to find whether there was any lameness
about Snowflake this morning or not. You know
he got a pretty bad wrench in his left foreleg
when he stepped in that hole yesterday. He is
about all right, so that's all I want to know."
"Come on, then. We'll show those on the tavern porch a little speed as we come back. If
there is anything wrong there we'll see what it
is, too."
Turning their horses around, the boy and girl
put them to a gallop and rapidly covered the
dusty road . They were only about half a mile
away, anyhow, and the distance was covered in a
trifle over a minute. Charlie, Jin1 and Hop were
on the po1·ch, as were some men, who were evidently miners, when they dashed up and brought
their steeds to a stop. Young Wild West's sorrel stallion Spitfire and the splendid cream-white
mustang of his sweetheart's certainly looke<l well
together. Both were endowed with great endurance and spee<l, though the sorrel was ahead of
the other in all points.
"What's the matter, boys?" asked Wild, as he
noticed that the scout's face was i·ather red.
"Who fired the shot just now?"
"I did,'' replied Cheyenne Charlie. "If you'd
been here three or four minutes ago, you'd
have seen a sneakin' coyote git call~d by
me. He's s'posed ter be ther worst 'bad man' in
P.e<l Ruby, an' he promised t er m ake it warm fur
me some other time. That's why I kicked up ther
dirt by his f eet with a bullet an' told him ter
Tun. He run all i·ight, didn't he, Jim?"
"He certainly did," Jim Dart replied. "And his
friend went along after him, too."
Anna and Eloise came out of the hotel just
then. They had witnessed all that took piace
from a window and, though the scout's wife had
feared for him at the time, she now showed how
proud she was of him for having taken the part
of the Chinaman so well. Wild and Arietta soon
beard the whole story from Anna and Eloise, who
were better able to tell it, since they had seen
and heard all.
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They had heard the conYersation between the
mine superintendent and the miners, too, and
when Anna told that part of it the eyes of both
Young Wild West and his sweetheart flashed. It
happened that three of the miners were still
there, and one of them quickly spoke up and corroborate<l what the scout's wife said.
"Tom Jasper is sweet on ther Mine Gal," he
went on to say. "If she was ter know what he
said about another g·al, there'd be trouble, most
likely, fur it seems that she rather likes him .
He's ther superintendent of her mine, yer know.
If Jasper should marry her, he'll fall in fur about
a million, all right."
"Is that so?" asked Jim Dart. "Well, if the
ll~ ine Girl, as you call her, marries that man, she
will make the mistake of her life. I am well
satisfied that he is no good. I could tell that
by his loqks and the way he acted. I'll bet all
I'm worth that he is a scheming scoundrel!"
The miner shrugged his shoulder s.
"I don't know nothin' about that,'' he said.
"He's quite well thought o{ here in Rer Ruby.
He spends his money like water, an' them th01t
works under him likes him putty well. I don't
know about his bein' a scoundrel, 01· anythir.g like
that. If I was you, I'd look out how I talked,
Maybe there's some bod v here
young feller.
·
what's good friends of Tom Jasper's."
"Well, if there are, I want them to know that I
won't take back what I said," Dart answered his
ey.es flashing. "I never take anything back; my
friend."
"That's ther way ter talk, Jim!" spoke up the
scout,_ nodding his appl'oval. "You stoppe•l cher
supermtendent galoot when he was goin' ter take
a sly shot at me 'cause I knocked his friend off
ther sto?P: an' I reckon you know jest what y.)u
are talkm about. Jasper ain't a bit better than
Sandy . Hooper, th~ugh he's got a neatel' way
abo~t, 1t.. If .theres any galoot here as thin!~s
I amt right m what I say, jest let him speak
up! I'm in trim fur anything, an' I don't ask
no odds of anybody."
"Drop it, Charlie," said Wild. "There is no 0ne
here who is looking for an argument. If the
men have found the mine superintendent +o be
all right, they have a perfect right to think' that
he is. It is proper to always take a man a;; you
find him, you know."
"T):iat's it!" exclaimed the miner, who hu,c! taken 1t up for Jasper.
"Yes ; but you heard him makin' remark> about
one ?~ our gals, an' you knowecl that he wn e~
pectm ter marry some other g:i l; is that proper
fur a man ter do what is a man?"
Charlie was not co~ning· down very ea.•y, and
a:; he asked the quest10n the old fire was still in
his eyes.
"Well, I'll say that I don't think he done rio-ht
"'
in talkin' that way," the mi n<>:· admitted.
Then the scout dropped it. The girls went inside the hotel and our hero put the two horses
away. This done, he turned to his partners and
remarked:
"Suppose we take a walk around with the
girls? This is. quite an interesting camp, I
reckon . There 1s more to be seen here than in
the general iun of camps we come across. Why
there are rival stores here, >vhich sl1Qws that

..
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there must be a lot of trade from outside the
place."
"Yes, there's rival stores he1·e, an' thei·e's rival
whisky mills, too," retorted Charlie. "Blamed if
there ain't two blacksmith shops, too! Look down
there an' yer kin see 'cm. There ain't over a
hundred feet between ·em."
"That's the schoolhouse between them," said
Jim. "See the sign acrnss the front?"
"Yes, that's right. I wonder if there ain't a
rival ter that, too?"
The scout grinned when he said this. Then
he looked around for a church, or something that
looked like one, but failed to find it.
"I reckon they ain't got no preacher here," he
observed, as Jim went to call the girls.
"A good one, with plenty of grit and sincerity
of purpose, might be a benefit to the camp, I
reckon," Wild answered.
"Yes, but ther most of 'em knows how ter play
poker an' drink whisky-that is, ther most of 'em
I've seen," declared the scout. "Them kind neve1·
does much good fur any one but themselves."
"They are impostors, not preachers," Wild answered. "A real preacher won't play poker and
drink whisky."
"I don't know about that, Wild,'' and Charlie
shook his head doubtingly.
As Charlie had experienced very little in that
line, it was but natural that he should take things
as he found them. But the fact was that it was
not safe in some mining camps for a preacher to
show up. It might have been all right in Red
Ruby, for the inhabitants, for the most part,
seemed to be quiet and orclerlr. The girls soon
emerged from the hotel, ready for the walk. It
was a noticeable fact that they each carried a
rifle as well as their other weapons. The miners looked at them in silent admiration, for a
woman or girl with a gun is bound to attract
attention from men, no matter if they are used
to seeing it occasionally.
But the girls thought they might go on out of
the limits of the mining camp before they got
back, and then they could shoot some game, if
there happened to be any to shoot. There were
very few to be seen on the street, or in front of
the public places, since nearly all the men were at
work in the big mine, which was about the only
place of employment in Red Ruby. It was quite
natural that our friends should head toward the
mine, as the most to be seen was in that vicinity. The big smokestack and machinery was up
to date, and the whole scene was one of thrift.
The propertv belonging to the Nellie Havens Mine
was located at the western end of the camp, and
as Young Wild West and his friends neared it
they saw a neat little cottage, painted white,
which stood out in bold relief among the r est,
which were mostly one-story shanties.
"I wonder who lives there?" Arietta remarked,
as they came up close to the little house.
As though to answer her query, a young lady
came out at that very minute. She was attired
in a neat, simple costume, such as the git,ls of
that region were in the habit of wearing, and
she was rather pretty in face and figure. The
girl halted and looked much surprised when she
saw three of her own sex approaching in their
neat-fitting hunting and riding costumes.
"Ther Mine Gal, I'll bet!" whispered Charlie.
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"l\Iost likely," our hero replied.
The gil"l waited until they came up, and then
she said, in a pleasant tone of voice:
"Good mo·rning, strangers !"
'·Good morning!" they all answered, almost in
one voice.
"I am glad to see you girls here in Reel Ruby,''
she went on to say, her face breaking into a
smile. "There are so few of our sex here that it
is nice to see others come."
"You are Nellie Havens, the l\Iine Queen, are
you not?" asked Wild.
"Yes,'' was the reply. "Who told you about
me?"
"Oh, we heard some of the miner s talking
about you this morning. We are glad to meet
you, I reckon. I'll just intrnducc our party to
you."
This he did, not telling his own name until the
last. The Mine Queen showed considerable surprise.
"I have heard of you, Young Wild West," she
said. "You are Champion Deaclshot of the World,
I believe."
"I don't know about that, Miss Havens. The
world is a mighty big place, if I know anything
about it. However. my friends have put the title
of the Cha.>npion Deadshot of the West on me,
though I r eckon I haven't met half those who
think they can beat me. I don't care much about
the title, but I do like to take part in shooting
matches, just for the glory there is in it."
Nellie Havens looked at him and smiled.
;;You _must be a wonderful boy,'' she said.
He u:,'' spoke up Arietta. "There isn't anot~er like him ii: the whole world, I am sure."
Were you takmg a walk around Red Ruby just
to see what it looks like?" asked the l\Iine Queen
after a pause.
'
"Yes," r eplied our hero. "It struck us as being a pretty ~ice sort of a mining camp, and we
tho~ght we would l.ook around a bit. We only
arnvecl here last mght, and as it was dark at
the time we didn't see much of it."
"Do you want to look at the mine?"
"The Nellie Havens Mine?"
"Yes, my n~ine. It was named for me by my
father, who died about three months ago leavin..,.
it to me. I am running it the best I c~n, but 1
hope to sell out pretty soon, unless--"
She stopped abruptly and blushed.
.
"Unless yer take in a partner, I s'pose ?" spoke
up the scout, who was always ready to say ju~t
!vhat he thought.
"Yes; I don't mind telling you that, though
you are strangers to me. You see, a young
woman is hardly capable of managing a gold
mine very well."
"Well, you jest take m~' advice an' be sure that
yer git ther rig5B.t kind of a partner,'' said Charlie, shaking his head to show that he was earnest
about it. "Yer can't tell who's who these davs.
Some iraloot might come along an' fool yer. He
might jest want ter git hold of the1· property, .
an' Pot care a blame fur you."
The girl paled slightly and looked at him as
though she would much like to hear more from
him. But the scout had said all he cared to just
th~n.

"Suppose v:e go over to the mine?" she sald,
changing the sub ject. "I shall feel highly hon-
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ored to have the pleasure of showing Young \'.'ild
West and his friends the Nellie Havens Mme,
which has become quite famous in this part of
the world."
They were all quite willing, so they. w~lked up
the rise of ground to the rough bmldmg that
stood at the mouth of the shaft. The men at
work all acted in a respectful way, some of them
tipping: their hats as the Mine Queen passed ..
"How did you come to get the name of Mme
Queen~" Arietta asked her, as ~hey pau~cd before the machinery that ran thmgs outside the
shaft.
"Oh, my father gave me that name s~ort!,Y after he formed a company to work the mme, was
the reniy. "I told him one day that he ought to
buy ou't ·the stockholders, and then he .said my advice ..,,·as good, and gave me the ruckname. I
don't mind it now, but it sounded very strange
to me at first."
It was just then that Jasper, the superintendent came along. He looked surprised when he
sa'~ those who were with the Mine Queen, but he
was one of the sort who can affect an easy way,
whether they feel that way or not, and he came
forwanl, sniiling and bowing. Our friends noticed that the girl's face lighted up at the sight
of him, and that was ample proof t_hat she had
more than an ordinary i·egard for him.

CHAPTER BL-Arietta and the Mine Queen.

i...:~

"Mr. Jasper, this is Young Wild West," said
Nellie HaYens, by-way of introduction.
The superintendent put out his hand, but Wild
did not appear to notice it. Our hero had heard
just enough about the man to make him form
a dislike to him, and he was not the sort to
shake hands with one he thought was not
straight. He nodded to him, however, and then
the girl, who had a remarkable memory for
names ·went on and introduced the rest, winding
up by 'saying that Jasper was the superintend~nt
of the mine. For a v;onder, the scout kept still.
All bands were expecting that he would blurt
out- something, and they were just as well satisfied because he did not, as they did not wish anything to occur that would hurt the feelings of
the girl. Jasper acted just as though he had
never seen any of them before, and he immediately tried to get up a conversation with Arietta.
The Mine Queen was not slow to notice this, and
a flush came on her cheeks.
"That galoot is a pretty cool hand,'' thought
'\'ild. "He is a born actor, I reckon. And he
has ~t nerve enough for ten. There will be
trouble before we leave Red Ruby; I feel it in
m\· bones."
°Jasper invited them to look around at the different machinery, and after a while he said :
"Would you like to go down into the mine?"
"Not just now," answered ·wild, speaking for
all hands. "I reckon we'll leave that until some
other time. The machinery you have got here
is all right. You are certainly well equipped to
get the pay dirt to the surface."
"Well, I fancy that there is hardly a better
equipped mine than this anywhere in this part of
Arizona," replied the superintendent. "I have
had considerable experience in this busine;;s,
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though I am not yet thirty years old. I was
brought up in the mining business, and that accounts for it. We have the very best workmen,
too, and I am proud to say that the profits are
more than satisfactory to Miss Havens."
"That is true," replied the Mine Queen quickly.
"Still, I think I will offer the mine for sale. I
hardly feel like having the responsibility on my
shoulders."
She spoke in a peculiar way, and then looked
at Arietta.
"Well, Nellie," said Jasper calmly, "if you do
sell, I hope you will see to it that· I hold my position here. That can easily be done, you know.
A word from you to the.buyer would settle thapart of it. Probably you have already bargained
to sell out to Young Wild West?"
"No, I haven't," was the quick reply. "I never
had any such an idea."
Jasper started to explain something about
a piece of machinery to Arietta, but the girl cut
him short, and, looking at Wild, said:
"Let us go back, Wild. I like the open air the
best. We will go on and try and strike some
game, if all are willing."
They were willing, as might be supposed, for
none of them wanted to remain long in the company of the superintendent, as his actions toward
Arietta were plainly out of place. He was smitten on her, and, as tactful as he was, he could
not hide the fact. The face of the Mine Queen
was a study as they went out. The faot was
that the girl had come over to ask about something concerning the business; but she had forgotten all about it. She left our friends at the
door of the house she lived in, and a rather cool
"Good-by" was all they received from her.
"I know what's ther matter," said the scout, as
they went on to the outskirts of the mining camp.
"Ther Mine Gal-or Queen, as they calls her-is
jealous of Arietta. She sees that Tom Jasper is
tryin' ter be sweet on her, an' that makes her
mad at Arietta an' mad at him at ther same time.
Gals is queer things, I reckon. Jest as if she
couldn't see that Arietta didn't take no mo1·e
stock in that galoot than she would in a humpbacked prairie dog!"
"I don't know whether you are right or not in
what you say, Charlie," answered Arietta. "But
I do know that the girl got offended about something. I rather think, though that it is because
she is in love with the superintendent, and she
is so offended at his actions that she can't conceal
her feelings."
"Yes, but she is jealous of you, just the same,
Et," spoke up our hero. "While she is foolish for
it, she is jealous, just the same. You can't help
it if the fool is trying to get up a flirtation with
yon. Why, I might as well get m:id at you as
she!"
"That's right, Wild," said Anna. "It is the
very same thing."
"Well, I can't help it, as you say, \Vild," Arietta hastened to say. "But I'll tell you one
thing-if that man keeps bothering me with his
silly attentions he'll get 8omething that he doesn't
want. You can all believe me when I s:.:y it,
too!"
"That's right, Et. If you don't like the way
he acts, just let him h.l1ow it good and strong.
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"Yes, that's right," Wild answered. "And you
Then if he doesn't quit, light on him heavy. You
are the Grizzly Giant?"
can do it, all right."
"Yes, that's me. What'll yer have? I was
They all knew ihat the brave girl was perfectly capable of taking care of herself, so no one jest treatin' my friends here. I believe in usin'
was worrying a bit. They walked on until they people right, especially them what's worth usin'
passed through a narrow cut and got out of sight that way; an' I reckon you're well worth it. I've
heard enough about Young Wild West an' his
of the hustling mining camp.
"There ought ter be somethin' in ther line of pards ter know that they ain't nothin' common.
game around here, I reckon," said Charlie, as he Name your drinks, boys. It's best ter take whislooked around at the thick vegetation and nodded. ky 8traight, though, 'cause my bartender ain't
If there ain"t nothin' ter shoot at we'll have ter much on makin' mixed doses."
"Well, as I haven't been long from the snppmctice a little bit, anyhow, an' shoot at rocks
per table, I reckon I'll take a smoke," Wild anan' sich."
Our friends made it a rule to keep in prac- S\Yered.
"All right. I ain't ther galoot as ter say what
t~e, as they did not want to lose any of their
skill in that line. Young Wild West took great a man must drink, so if he don't want ter lh·ink
mide in what he could do with a rifle and re- he kin smoke."
The man behind the bar put out a box of cigars
\·olver, and so did his sweetheart. They found
that the scout was mistaken in his idea about and our hero and his partners each took one of
the game, for there was nothing -in the vicinity t~em. When they had lighted them the Grizzly
that was worth shooting. They spent half an Giant moved over to them and said:
"I heard yer had a little trouble with Sanely
!>our in practicing difficult shots, however, and
·
Hopper this mornin', boys?"
then they returned to the hotel.
"Yes, Cheyenne Charlie did. I wasn't there to
see it," our hero answered .
. "You're Cheyenne Charlie, I s'pose?" and the
giant nodded to Charlie.
CHAPTER IV.-At the Grizzly Giant's Saloon.
"Yes, that's my handle, I reckon," the scout
Things were rather dull around the hotel, but hastened to reply.
vn friends managed to enjoy the rest they got,
"Well, I want ter shake hands with yer! Anv
r "'l fii~ally when night came they decided to see man as kin chuck Sanely Hopper off a stoop ancl
'u mething of the camp by lamplight. There wa~ ~hen make him t~ke water, is a good one. S andy
Lo doubt about it being lively nights, for the
1s. a. b ad man, an everybody here knows it. He's
· 'oons, cne of which had a sign announcing that g1tt1.1 1 too bad fur ther town, in fact, an' I'm
rn:; a licensed gambling establishmen t, would glad that he got called this mornin'. Maybe ver
i'dlv be there if such was not the case. Liv- won't believe it, but I'm afeared of that man, big
1 ; at the hotel was quite a change to our friend~,
as I am."
,, 1.0 "·ere so used to camp life, but it is safe to
"Is that so?" queried Wild, who could easily
,; :: that they would soon have tired of it if they g:iess that· the giant was one of the good-naturecl
,,-cl'e compelled to put in a week or so at it. kmd, who seldom show their strength in madA .·cady the lamps were lighted in the saloons ness. "From what I have heard of him no one
a~1d the miners could be seen going in steadily.
should be much afraid of him. He is 'nothing
'·I reckon there's a place we'll have ter go in, more than a big bluffer."
boy;;," said the scout, pointing to a shanty saloon
. "But he's mighty quick on ther shoot." and the
tl·at had a sign across the front, reading: "The big saloon keeper shook his head in a solemn
Saloon."
Giant's
Gri~.zlv
way.
"l 1:ecl~on so," was the reply. "We'll go right
"He didn't show himself that way this mornis.
it
place
a
of
sort
what
out
find
;n now and
a grin. "He didn't seem
It ~cerns to have quite a patronage by the way in'," said the scout, with
ter be anxious ter shoot me when I sent him uo
n1en arc going in."
•
They crossed the street and entered the sa- ther street on a run."
chips
my
in
pass
ter
expectin'
me
had
"He's
inside,
men
dozen
a
loon. There were, perhaps,
Giant, shrugbut there was one there who towered a foot above n:oro'n. once," :vent on the Grizzly
"I'm ashamed ter
<·ll>' of the rest, and he was bound to attract the g1ng. h:s massive shoulders. in here he always
he comes
£'t•ention of any newcomer not having seen him admit _it, bu~ when way.
I heard say this afterown
before. He must have been an inch or more has thmgs laswas
goin' on ther rampage to-night
over seven feet and built in proportion. A sh ort, noon that he
ter clean you folks out !llfor~
curly beard and a head of hair that was of a an' that he expected
in here."
gTi,;zly gray added :strongly to his powerful ap- he's· clone. I hope it don't happen
Wild smiled at this.
pc.1rancc, and the knotted neckerchief of a deep
"Take it easy, Mr. - - "
red, and the bright-blue flannel shirt he wore
"Joe Grizzle is my name. Jest call me Joe"
m[!de him look rather picturesque. The giant,
his face breaking into 'a
for such he could well be called, was without a interrupted the giant, you're
ter say, about.
hat and stood before a short bar that took up a smile. "I know whatWest, an'goin'
heard that he
corner of the big room. He was chatting to half You're Young Wildnothin', big I've
or little. You're
a dozen miners when our friends entered, and wasn't afraid of
Sanely Hopper comes in here
as they passed him and stopped at the end of the goin' ter say that ifthat
he'll git all he wants of
bar he turned his rather small, beady eyes upon lookin' fur trouble
them and looked them over with no little in- it."
"Well, I was going to say something like that,
:ercst.
"Young '\Vile! West an' his pard ~ 1 reckon?" Joe. When Sandy Hopper, or any other Hopper,
undertakes to clean out a place that we are in,
JC said questioningly ,
1
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he "'ill find that he has got a tough job on his
hands."
"Thunder!" gasped the GrizzJy Giant, as he
happened to look toward the door. "Here he
comes now!"
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"Sanely Hopper," said Wild, "I never met you
before, but I think I know you pretty weil, just
the same. You are a sncakmg scoundrel, and a
coward at heart. You got the worst of it in a
row with one of my partners this morning, and ·
that makes you want to be revenged. You decided to come out to-night and look for us, and
CHAPTER V.-Sandy Hopper Is Cowed.
you got as n:scally a looking gang as I ever saw
to help you out. You had plenty of time to proSure enough, Sandy Hopper vv.as _entering ~he ceed when you came in here, and probably you
saloon, and he had half a dozen v1lla11;10us-lookmg made a little mistake by not" announcing what
men at his heels.
you intended to do. If you h~d started in to
"Whoop!" he yelled. "Clear ther track, there! shoot as soon as you came in, you might possibly
I'm on ther rampage to-night! Thi11gs has got have got one of us, though I have my doubts
ter go my way, or somebody will git hurt! about it. Now you don't dare to make a move
·whoop! Wow !
to sho-0t; for if you do it will be about the last
"Everybody has just two minutes to gett out." you'll ever make, and know about it! I tell you
The chances are that the villain did not see right here, Sandy Hopper, if I ever shoot at you,
young Wild West and his partners until after he I am going to put the bullet squarely through
had let out his screech; but wl1ethcr it would your heart! You are a terroT to Red Ruby, it
have made any difference or not is hard to tell. seems, and I reckon you've got pret:y good backAnyhow, he stopped s:iort when his eyes fell ing. But that don't make a particle of difference
upon the· scout and Jim, and then he finally let to us. We don't care if you've got the superinhis gaze rest upon our her~. Those who. had er:- tendent of the Nellie Havens Mine behiEd you.
tered with him began bangmg the bar with the11· We came to the camp as peaceful travelers, and
fists and calling for drinks. Joe Grizzle, the big you can bet that we'll stay he1·e just .as long as
p roprietor, went arm;nd to give his man a lift, we want to! There isn't any gang going to drive
and, in spite of. his ponderous form, he moved us cut, or flighien us, either. I reckon that will
lively in getting"'the glasses on the counter.
be about all for the present. Just light cut of
Hopper grabbed up his glass, which he had here, and look out for hot lead while you're dooverflown with the liquor from the bottle, and ing it! One littl e treacherous move on your part
tossed it off at a single gulp. When he turned and there will be the immediate need of an un- ·
around the only ones before the bar were Youn~ dertaker!"
Wild West and his two partners, save the rough··
Hopper's face was white and red by turns as
looking gang he had brought in with him. The
Grizzly Giant and his bartender now ran out, too, he turned and walked to the door. He went on
and that left our friends to face the music. As out, however, and not until he was out of sight
much as he did not want to get into a row jt~st of the trio inside did he speak. Then he called
then Youno- Wild West could not have been m- out :
"Young Wild West, this here town ain't big
cluced to le~ve the saloon und er such conditions.
"I reckon you galoots didn't quite understand enough fur me an' you ter live in! You're too
\"hat I jest said," observed the bad man, as he soon with a gun fur me, I"ll admit; but <lny time
l~t his fingers clutch the handle of his gun. "1 yer want ter meet me in a battle with bowies,
said them what was in here had jest two minutes jest let me know. I reckon I'll soon cut cut part
of you1· liver an' show it ter yer, if you've got
ter git out. Th er time is almost up!"
"vVe heard you," calmly answered our hero, ther nerve ter try it."
J.-. - and then as quick as a flash, he jerked one of
Wild ran out of the saloon quickly. The gang
his revol~ers out and put it on a line with the was heading down the street for anothe1· saloon ,
man's breast. "Now, then, go ahead with your and he could see them in the glare of a light that
gan1e !''
shone ahead of them.
Out came Charlie's brace of s'hooters, for he
"Say!" he criei:l out. "I reckon I'm ready for
saw the rest of t1rn gang in the act of drawing that bowie battle now, Sandy Hopper. Come on
theirs. J"m was not a second behind him, either, back, and we'll soon find out what you're made
wnd then there was a tableau. The six villains of. I reckon it would be quite a treat to me if
the bad man had brought in with him were real- I could see a piece of my own liver. Come on!
ly more surprised than he was himself. They Don't hesitate. A bowie battle is just the so1·t
were of the very worst element in the mining of thing I like."
eamp, and it was on the promise of having thei_T
But there was no reply. The villains quickwages raised that they agreed to accompany Hopper and help him clean out Young Wild vyest ened their pace and soon disappeared around the
and his partners. We may as well state nght corner of a shanty. Those who had left the sa··
here that Tom Jasper, the superintendent of the loon in such a hurry now filed inside, all being
Nellie Havens Mine, was the one who had· given satisfied that they had acted rather cowardly in
them the promise. But more about Jasper later allowing Sandy Hopper and his gang to run th~m
on. Just now Young Wild West and his two out. The Grizzly Giant looked rather sheepish
partners h ad the "bulge" on the villainous gang as he walked behind his bar.
"Young Wild West," said he, "you've got more
in the Grizzly Giant's saloon.
"Go ahead with your game, I said !" exclaimed sand in yer than seventeen grizzly bears. I mada
Wild. "You came in here for the purpose of up my mind that my place was goin' ter be shot
cleaning out the place. Why don't you go ahead clean out when I lit out a little while ago.
I
thought, too, that you an' your pards was sure
and do it?"
i"Oin'
under.
But
nothin'
like that happened , an'
There was no reply.
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!here yer are, hale an' hearty, an' i·eady ter clean
up Sandy Hopper any time he wants it done."
"Yes, that's right, Joe," answered our hero,
speak.in"' in a familiar way to the boss of tho
saloon. ""Now, then, I hope you people won't allow the galoot to run you out the next time he
tries it. That man is a disgrace to · any community, and the quicker he i.s made to understan.d
that he isn't the whole thmg here, the better it
will be for everybody, I reckon. lf he tries that
kind of a game again, some one should pull a
gun mighty quick and cover his heart. Order
him to hold up his hand, and then he'll know
that he's struck something. Sandy Hopper don't
want a gun pointing at him any more than any
one here does. He'll wilt as quick as the ne"t
one, too. I know what I am talking about, gentlemen."
Our friends left the place a few minutes later,
determined to make the rounds of the mining
camp before returning to the Dynamite Hotel.
CHAPTER VI.-Cbarlie in a Fist Fight.
The saloon nearest to that kept by Joe Grizzle,
the giant, was smaller and a great deal more
rough in appearance. But thei'e was more of a
crowd in it than in the other, notwithstanding
this fact. Young Wild West felt it his duty to
show up in all parts of Red Ruby after what
had happened. He wanted to let the miners
know that he was not afraid of the bully of the
camp, in any shape or form. If he did not show
up, many of the men would probably think that
he had it all his own way in Joe Grizzle's place
and that he would not dare to follow the bad
man and his gang up. \~ild walked boldly into
the saloon. He was keepmg a sharp watch, and
his hand was very close to the butt of one of his
revolvers. But a swift glance about the room
showed him that the villain and his gang were
not there.
"Good evening, gentlemen," he said pleasantly,
as he walked up to the roughly made bar that
was close to the door. "Has Sandy Hopper been
here?"
"Jest gone out," retorted the man behind the
bar, showing signs of uneasiness. "But yer kin
see what he put up over there on ther wall afore
he went."
Wild's eyes turned upon a crudely drawn placard right away. Then he walked up closer to
it, followed by Charlie and Jim. They soon made
out the following, though it was not easy to understand, by any means:
"Notice! I do chalng yung Wild Wess to fite
a dool with bowe nifes. I Sine my one naim
"Sandy Hopper."
"That's what I calls putty good!" exclaimed
"Ther
Cheyenne Charlie, laughing heartily.
sneakin' galoot is a blamed sight more on challengin' than he is fightin', I reckon. Where is
he, anyhow?"
"Ther challenge ain't fur you, so what do yer
want ter know fur?" spoke up a pock-marked
man who was sitting at a table taking part in a
card game.
"Maybe you feel like challengin' me, 'then !"
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came the quick retort from the scout. "I reckon
I'd jest like ter git at a galoot like you!"
"I don't claim ter be no fighter."
'!'he pock-marked man acted as though he wished he had kept still.
"Then yer don't want ter bother yourself about
ther <loin's of others,'' said Charlie. "It ain't
none of your business ter want ter know what
I want ter know. Yer hear what I say!"
"Yes, I hear. But yer needn't git mad about
it," answered the man.
"See here, you speckled-face galoot! If you've
got an idea that there's any galoot in this here
minin' camp what kin lick Young Wild West with
a bowie knife, jest shoot out your opinion. Then
I'll show yer blamed quick that it ain't you!"
"I ain't no fighter with no kind of knife," said
the man, as he arose from the table. "Sandy
Hopper is a hummer at that game, an' I know
it. But I ain't. I'm jest a felle1· what ldn handle
his fists putty well, an' if you'll jest put away
your guns an' knife an' then face me, I'll soon
show yer that I kin make yer face look like ther
map of a town what's been hit by a tornado!"
"Is that so?" exclaimed the scout, quickly passing his weapons to Jim Dart. "Step out an'
make good what yer say. I recken I don't back
down fur nothin'. It ain't my way of doin' business."
It wasn't the pock-marked man's ·way, either,
it seemed, for he lost no time in stepping to the
center of the room and facing the scout. Those
in the saloon quickly formed a ring around them.
"Afore we start, I want it understood that
there's goin' ter be no interference from anybody," said the challenger, who has been called
Jack by one of his friends, as he looked at Wild
and Jim.
"There won't . be a blamed one ter interfere,"
the scout assured him. "I know my pards won't,
an' if any of your friends try ter do it, they won't
be let to. Come on! There ain't no need of
worryin' about anything like that."
"Put up your dukes!"
"I'll put 'em up, an' you'll feel 'em mighty
quick!" was the retort.
Biff! Jack made a quick move and landed
rather lightly on Charlie's shoulder, sending him back a• step or two. He sprang back
out of the way the instant he landed the blow,
too, showing that he was quite a boxer, indeed.
But he could never hit the scout hard enough to
do any damage that way. In size there was little difference between the two, though the miner
appeared to be the more active. But he had not
the natural training that CharHe had, and when
it came to endurance there could be no comparison with him. The scout grinned as his lively
opponent stepped back so quickly. He knew if he
made a rush for him he would get it right and
left, so there wa but one thing to do, and that
was to wait till he got a chance to land one good
blow.
Bending over well and keeping both hands out
to ward off any blows that might come, he started slowly after the dancing miner, who was doing
his best to lead him on. Charlie figured that he
could take a couple of punches for the privilege
of getting in one. He kept on following his opponrnt around, parrying the quick blows th1t
were aimed at his head, and at length he got him
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against a table. Then Charlie showed some ?f
his quickness. He crouched sud_denly, and a sti;ff
punch from Jack went over his head. C?arhe
threw his eyes down and saw a good~y po~t10n oi'
the red shirt of the miner above his waist and
<>n his left side.
.
Biff! His right fist shot out like ligh~rung, and
Jack went' over the table and landed m a heap
on the other side. The blow cwas ·a hard one,
and when the scout leaped around tl~e table and
stood over him, waiting for him to r~se, the face
of the miner was deathly pale and his eyes were
almost staring from their sockets.
"I won't hit yer while you're down," said the
scout. "Git up!"
Jack struggled halfway up by a desperate effort and then he made a move to grasp the scout
abo~t the legs. But Charlie was too quick for
him. He leaned over and caught h_im from behind, and, putting all his strength m the move,
he flung him upon his shoulder.
"If yer want ter make. a rough-an'-.tumble out
of it, come on!" he exclaimed. "I'm m fur anything what's goin'!"
The next instant he threw Jack across a ta:ble
and held him there.
"Let him up, Charlie," said Wild.
"All right," was the reply.
Two of the spectators lent assistance to the
miner and he was soon sitting on a chair, no
more fight in him for the present.
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ent. The scout had spoken as he thought, andJ
no matter who it hurt, it could not be helped
now. The Mine Queen's face tu:rned white and
red by turns, while the superintendent, being the
firs.t to recover, put on an air of indifference.
"Take it easy, Charlie," said Wld. "You can't
insult Jasper without hurting t!i"eelings of ~he
Mine Queen. I reckon she thmks well of him,
you know."
"You mean that I did think well of him!" exclaimed the girl, rising to her feet. "I now hatn
and despise him, and I will tell you just why I
brought him here to-night: I did it so I might
discharge him from my employ!"
Jasper turned white, and slowly arose from the
chair he had been occupying.
"Why, Nellie!" he gasped. "Wha-at does thi;;
mean?"
"It means that you are no longer the superintendent of the Nellie Havens Mine," answered thr.
girl, with remarkable coolness. "I was at the
mine this afternoon when you knew nothing oi'
it, and by chance I happened to hear a conversation between you and the villain called Sandy
Hopper. You know what the conversation was,
so I will not repeat it before you. Understand me
when I say it! You are no longer in my employ.
You may get what money there is coming to you
from the pay clerk to-morrow morning, and after that you must keep off my property. That
is all I shall say to you, now or any other time,
Tom Jasper!"
"Well, I-er--" stammered the unmasked
villain.
CHAPTER VII.-A Startling Revelation.
"Light out, you sneakin' coyote!" spoke un
Cheyenne Charlie. "I knowed yer was no good
When Wild and his partners got back to the ther minute I sot eyes on yer! Out yer go!"
Dynamite Hotel they were not a li~tl~ surprised
The discharged superintendent picked up h:s
to find that the girls were entertam1:q.g callers. hat and made for the door. But it must ha'1r>
The fact that the callers were the Mme Queen been that he did not move quite fast enough t 1
and Tom Jasper was quite enough to make them suit the scout, for he grabbed him by the colla ·
open wide their eyes. The superintendent was and hustled him to the door, which .Jim was kin !
attired in a suit of clothes that Jooked as though enough to op:e n. Then a hearty kick sent th'
it had been made to order, and as he had lately man clear of the porch to the ground. .The Mine
visited a barber shop he was what mig~t be call- Queen sat down and burst into a fit of weepinr;·.
ed attractive in appe;u:ance. He certamly knew
"You don't know how glad I am!" she exthat our hero and his partners hafP no love for claimed, as Arietta gently placed her arm about
him and to come there and make himself agree- her neck. "Oh, the scoundrel! To think
that
ll!bl~ to the girls did not tend to make matters he would do such a thing!"
any better.
Then the girl told a story that was really reWild nodded to him, and, after greeting Nellie markable. The gist of it was that she had hapHavens pleasantly, he looked questioningly at his pened by chance to approach a corner of the mine
sweetheart. Arietta gave him a glance which shed and had heard her name mentioned. Then
showed plainly that she was not at all pleased it was but natural that she listened. Tom J as··
to be in the company of Jasper.
per and Sandy Hopper was there forming a foul
"I called to make an apology for my rudeness plot. It was a double plot, in fact, for Young
this morning," said the Mine Queen, after &he Wild West and his partners vvere to be killed by
had been saluted by Charlie and Jim. "I was Hopper, and the superintendent was to induce
feelin~ very ill at the time and did not care to
the Mine Queen to marry him right away a:ic!
make it known to you. But I recovered soon af- then force her to sign her property over to him.
ter that, and to-night, when Mr. Jasper called, I After that was done she was to be killed, and
suggested that we come over to the hotel, so I then .Jasper meant to kidnap Arietta and force
might make an apology."
her into a marriage with him. All this was to
"It is not necessary to make any apology, Miss be done within forty-eight hours, too. It w:•s
Havens," Wild answered. "I, for one, am very some little time before the girl could fully re:--.1ize it all, but she plucked up sufficient courage <o
glad to have you call, I am sm·e."
"I reckon we're all pleased to ·h ave you call, make her way out of the shed and then got back
gal," spoke up Charlie. "But as fur ther man to her home. Since that time she had been playing a part, and she had managed to get the vilwith yer, I ain't got no use fur him!"
H some one had fired a shot in the room it lainous superintendent to the hotel with her.
could hardly have had more effect on those pres"I grew very jealous of you when I saw he was
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tryinr,- to flirt with you, Arietta," said Nellie
h<.- , ns, when she had calmed a little, after tellill t; h-.:r .;tory in iull. "But \\hen I heard that
a\.> rul plot, rny heart went out to you as though
y.iu \\ ci e i.1y own siste«. lt wa,; not you1· :faul~
if the sc:cun ~l sho,1ld want you; you did not
want l!inl, ai,]l""I should not have been jealous of
yc.i. But the fact is that l did like him ver.v
much, and--"
"Now )OU hate him," interrupted the scoui;'R
wife, Ler eyes flasning. "Hanging is i;oo good
fo r him!"
"Yes, hanging is too good for him," and the
Mine Queen nodded, approvingly.
Jim had been watchmg to make sure that the
villainous supe1intendent did not sneak back and
and tiy to do something; but this he had not
done, evidently being too much afraid of those
there to try such a game.
"Well," said Wild, after he had thought it well
over, '·boys, I reckon we've got a job on hand.
No wonder that Sandy Hopper and his gang made
a move to put us out of life's game to-nightr
Now we know exactly what we are up against.
We've got to clean out this gang, and that's all
the1·e is to it. We have got to fix it so that there
will be no danger befall Arietta and the Mine
Queen. But I am going to have that bowie battle, just the same."
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"I'll go yer! I'll stack licker ag'in rum any
time. That's me, Joe Grizzle, an' don't yer furgit it!"
They threw once and Ilop won. The clever
Chinaman·s sleight-of-hand made it easy for him
to ch('at with the dice, so there was nothin"'
strar:ge r,bout his winning. They threw agaiiZ,
and it was the same way.
"I reckon that will do," said Grizzle. "I sorte1
think you're a sooner at that kind of a game.
I ~e.en one of the~· di.ce dance a jig jest then,
an it come up a six, Jest as yer wanted it ter.'
"Um dicee likee me," said Hop blandly. "Um
bottle of tanglefoot allee samee likee me, too, so
be. Watchee jumpee at me!"
He harl placed the cork back in the bottle he
had been drinking from, as those watching him
thought; but he had really clone something more
than that. As he turned to leave the bar he
looked at the bottle and beckoned it to follow him.
Much to the surprise of Grizzle and the rest, the
bottle leaped from the bar, straight for the Chi··
naman, as though it had suddenly become endowed with life. He caught it by the neck, and
held it up, nodding pleasantly to it; then he
coolly put it in his pocket.
"G1:eat snakes!" .c1·ied the giant, looking at the
men m the room m amazement. "Did yer ever
see anything like that, boys?"
No one ever had, and they quickly let him
lrnow it.
CHAPTER VIII.-Hop Wah's Sleight-of-Hand.
"Velly nioee lillee tlick," said Hop smiling
allee samee vlly' muchee
cheerfully.
Yonng Wild West lu!d barely left the Grizzly smartee Chinee,"Me
so be."
Giant's S~iloon when Hop Wah, the clever China"I reckon that's right," spoke up Grizzle. "But
man, came in. He entei·ed by the back way, too,
ther bottle jump back on ther
which made it look as though he had been wait- let's see yerI make
can't afford ter let yer walk away
ag'in.
inO' for our hero and his partners to go out be· bar
over haif full of good
fo~e Jt,~ entered. This was the truth about it, for with it, yer know. It's
licker."
Hop hacl an idea that he would be sent back to old"Allee
light.''
the h i';el if he was seen there by them.
st~pped over to the bar and placed a bot"Veliy nicee evening, so be," he remarked, bow- tleHop
it. To all appearances, it was the same
ing r:;;ht and left, as he walked up to the ba1•• one upon
he had caused to jump to him. The trick
There were some there who knew who he was, had been
performed by a rubber string, which he
and ''hen a miner quickly made it known that he had looped
over the neck of the bottle, unseen
was the Chinaman who had caused the fight be· b¥ any of t14i,em, .and when ?e made i~ leap toward
tween Sandy Hopper and Cheyenne Charlie that him he had got it out of sight so quickly that no
mor..1ing, all eyes became turned upon him. No one saw the string.
one o.ffere<l to molest him, or to even have fun
"Yer clone that sorter nice like, didn't yer?"
with him, and the clever Celestial felt perfectly
observed Joe Grizzle, as he took the bottle and
at home.
"L 1f:I velly smartee Chinee," he said, nodding to put it under the bar. "When yer say you're a
tl1e giant who kept the place. "You velly bigee very smart Chinee, I reckon you're right. I
never seen any one anywhere near as smart a::i
man, so be."
.
"Yes, I'm putty big," Joe GrizzJ.e replied. "You . you."
Hop was just in the humor to make a little
work fur Young Wild West, they say?"
"Someetimes me workee; someetimes me play." fun for them.
"Me showee velly nicee lillee tlick," he said.
"I see," and the big man grinned, for he rather
"Me gotee one whatee me makee allee samee
liked to hear a funny Chinaman talk.
bland new, so be."
"Me likee havee lillee tanglefoot."
He took an egg from his pocket and handed H
"I reckon you kin have it."
A motion to the bartender and out came a bot- to the big saloonkeeper.
"What do yer want me ter do with this ? " came
tle and a glass. Hop poured out what was called
question.
a "gentleman's drink" and tossed it off as though the"Me
wantee you to see lat um egg alle light,
it was soothing to his tongue and throat.
"Vclly muchee 'bligee," he said, putting the so be."
"Well, it 'pears ter be all right, as fur as I
glass on the bar.
"Ycu're welcome," answered Grizz.le; "I meant kin see. I'd have ter break it open te1· find out
'
fur fair, though."
ter g"ve it ter yel'."
Hop took it back and proceeded to wipe it with
Thi ~ "as a little surprising to Hop. But, nothhis big yellow silk handkerchief.
ing ahrshed, he looked at him and said:
"You gottee watchee?" he asked.
".l\Ie chuckee um dicec for um dlink, so be."
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"Yes, I'xe:ckon I have," was the giant's reply.
"You lettee. me havee; me no hurtee."
"Oh, I ain't. afraid ter let yer have it," and he
promptly handed it Qver.
It was one of the old-fashioned bull's-eye
watches, and when Hop had placed it to his ear
anr/ found it was goi~g, he gave a nod of s.atisfaction. He placed it on the bar and quickly
dropped his hat over it.
"You hear um tickee?" he said, motioning Grizzle to listen with his ear close to the hat.
Then he put the egg on the bar a.bout two
feet from the hat and covered it with his handkerchief.
"Evelybody allee samee knowee lat um watchee
under um hat and um egg under um handkelchief," he said, casting a look at the faces of
those present.
They all knew this to be the case, so they de_
clared.
"Allee light; now evelybody watchee."
Hop made a few mysterious passes over the
. hat and handkerchief, and then leaned his head
over the bar and listened. A puzzled look came
over his face.
"Me no hear um watchee tickee, so be," he declared.
He walked <>ver and listened over the handkerchief. Those watching him saw an expression
of amazement come over his face, and they wondered what was coming. Hop beckoned to Grizzle, who came forward quickly.
"Listen!" he said, pointing to the handkerchief.
The big saloon keeper did so.
"Sounds as though ther watch is there," he
xemarked, shaking his head in a puzzled way.
1.1ien he leaned over the hat.
"It ain't there, I reckon," he said.
"Velly stlange," observed the clever Chinaman.
"How um watchee gitee undel um handkelchief,
when me allee samee putee under um hat?"
"It couldn't," declared Grizzle.
"Um funny tlings allee samee happen someetimes."
"Yes, that's right," syoke up one of the spectators. "I s'pose you'! be tellin' us next that
ther egg an' watch has changed places, won't
yer?"
"Lat allee samee light; me tellee lat now, so
be."
"Yer don't take us fur a lot of fools, qo yer?"
"No; you allee samee velly muchee smartee
Melican mans, so be. Misler Big Man, takee um
handkelchief uppee and allee samee lookee."
G1·izzle did as he was directed. A simultaneous cry of astonishment went up, for there was
the watch on the bar, ticking away, just as
though it had been there all the time. It had
been there all the time, but no one knew that
except Hop.
"Well, by ginger!" exclaimed the giant.
Then Hop lifted his hat from the bar. There
was the egg. It was really an old trick, such as
magicians have been in the habit of performing
for years. But to the miners it was somethin~·
wonderful.
"I'd jest like ter know how that egg got under ther hat an' ther watch under ther handkerchief," said one, shaking Jlis head in a solemn way.
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"Velly easy," said Hop. "You putee um egg
under you hat, and Jen me showee."
The man hastened to obey, and when Hop told
him to put the egg on top of his head and then
put on the hat, he did so. The clever Chinam'1n
then winked at a man standing behind him and
made a motion for him to hit the hat. The
miner understood, and down came his hand,
breaking the egg and causing the mixed. white
and yolk to run down into the victim's eyes.
Then Hop thought it was about time for him
to go to the next saloon, and he slid out in a
hurry, leaving them to straighten it out among
themselves. But when he went, he took along
the bottle of whisky for the one he had given
back to the big saloon keeper was a bottle with
nothing but water in it.
CHAPTER IX.-The Plotting of the Villains.
l'om Jasper was glad to get out of the hotel
with his life, and he lost no time in scrambling
to his feet and making a beeline up the road.
He did not stop until he ·came to a shanty that
was next to the sheds on the mine property.
There were two windows in this shanty, but they
were covered so carefully that scarcely a particle
of light could be seen coming from them. But
there was just a little, and as he paused before
one of them and satisfied himself about it, he
gave a nod of satisfaction, and then, casting a
look around to see whether he was followed or
not, and seeing nothing that indicated that he
had been, he approached the door of the shanty
·
and gave a knock.
Before doing this, ·h e could hear the hum of
voice_s, ~o he was quite sm·e that there was some
one mside. The door was soon opened, and it
was by no less a personage than Sandy Hopper.
"Hello, Tom!" the villainous miner exclaimed.
"We was wonderin' where yer was. Come on in!"
The discharged superintendent walked inside,
anM Sandy closed and barred the door.
"We was jest holdin' a little meetin'" he said
pointing to the six men, who had been' forced t~
leave the saloon of Joe Grizzle by our hero and
his partners. "We're in a little hard luck tonight, it seems. Things ainit been goin' our way
at all."
"Well, you haven't met with such hard luck as
I have, I'll bet! Sandy, I've lost my job at the
mine."
"What!"
The seven men arose and looked at him in
surprise, the exclamation coming as if in one
voice from them.
"That's right, gentlemen," declared Jasper.
"The Mine Queen discharged me less than five
minutes ago. Then I was kicked out of the hotel
by one of Young Wild West's partners. What do
you think of that?"
Sandy Hopper rubbed his eyes, as though he
thought he was hardly awake.
'
"Yer don't mean it, Tom!" he gasped.
"I do mean it-every wo rd of what I have said·
is the plain, unvarnished truth. The Mine Queen
was in the shed yesterday when we laid our
plans, and she heard every word of it. Unless
something happens very qu:ckly in our favor,
the jig is up. Young Wild West knows a11 about
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it , and you may be sure that he means to get
after us."
~
"Cit after us! Why, he was after u s good an'
hard to-night. That young galoot is a wonder,
:1e ;,; ! There's only one way fur me ter <lown
him, unle.0 s it kin be doi!e on ther sly, an' that
is by gittiu' him ter fight me with bowies. I
!:in lick ther best galoot what ever wore boots
. vith a knife, an' it's ther only way I wouldn't
· e rf··a'r1 ter facp Young Wild \Vest. I've chal'cnged him ter fight, an' he says he's willin',
fom.''
Ja~per shook his head.
"l'r ' afr::1.icl that wouldn't v"orlc,'' he said slowly. • 'l hei·e's only one thir.g to be clo'le, and thafs
'!Ot t;, be c\011e before the men come to \\·ork at
<he P'lne to-xno1Tov.r 11orning. The I1Iine Queen
and You!lg Wild \Vest's sweetheart must be
::au;;l·t. We ,\·ill take them do\\"11 the ;,haft to the
lost ca:lcry that. is known only to 11s here. This
has ~.·Gt to be done, and while it is being done
we c<m try and get Young Wild West, too. Gentlemen, JNtke up your minds that what I say is
righ t. Jf this t!iing goes over till to-morrow
mornir.rr, tl'e jig vrll be 11p. Get yourselves ready
to work as v0n r:eY<'l' did befoTe b<=t ·..vec11 now :rnd
daylight. I:urder 1m~st be cl<mc, gentlemen!"
It ,.,·as r-v·dPn~ th:it the tasl~ before them was
not ju~t to their Eki.1g.
"I am goiP;:?; to help in this business," resumed
the villainot•" sune:·L1t cnchnt. "I have a bottle
of chlorofo ,m , ar.c\ \\"ith that the job will be
me.de eaPie~· . Remember! The Mine Queen and
. rieti'.l l\fovc\Qclc rnu~t go clown the haft of the
Nellie Havens Mi.ne this night! And they must
l";o ]o(ked in the lost gallery. Young Wild WPst
:mcl 11is partners must go there, too, if it is a t
all vossible. They must go there, eit~ier dead 0r
alive. It matters not which, though it will be
best to get them there alive, so they can be disr,osecl of without leaving a trace of them. rr;1ere
;·;as a bottle and some glasses on the rough table
m the room and, taking a seat, the superintendent helped himself to a drink. For one who had
passed tlnou r;h what he h;::d but a short time
befo ~e, he ' vas remarkably cool and self-possessecl.
"I reckon we'll all take a drink; maybe it'll
sorte · ~cttlc our minds a::; te:;: what's ter be did,''
said Sanely Hopper. "Thorn's one thing sartin:
if you lo~e your job, our picnic will be clone with,
Tom ."
"T°.1:1t"s r;ght, S:;mly. Instead of you rlrawing
fort y doliars every day you show up at the mine,
you '11 be d•·awing nothing-or maybe so:nething
wi ll clrav; around yom· neck and shut off your
wind."
H opper made ::m ugly grimace, for he understood what the remark signified.
"And instead of the rest of you getting twenty
dollai-s a day for each clay you show up he1-e an-:!
work, you'll be likely chased out of t he town,"
went on J asper, looking at the r est and nodding
his h ead. "None of you will stand a chance if it
_ gets out to-morrow morning that you were in
the plot t o steal the gi rl, much less kill Youn~
Wild "\Vest an d his partners, a nd do away witli
the Min e Queen. It is a case of sti ck to m e and
fight it out. H ow do you all fee l about it? "
"We'll stick! " exclaimed one. "A fell er kin
1
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only die once, an' it might jest as "·ell be one
way as another. We'll stiek, won't ye, boys?"
"Yes!" came the unanimous reply.
"That's the1· way ter taik!" cried Sandy Hopper, hitting the table with his fist. "Now, Torn ,
jest tell us what's got ter be done an' how we've
got ter do it."
''Before I do, we want to make sure that there
is no one listening,'' replied the superintendent
"I'll leave it to yol.l to make sure of that, Sandy."
'·I reckon I won't be long in <loin' that," and the
bad man arose and went to the door.
He took clown the bar and went out, making a
circuit of the hou se and looking ·well about in
the clarkne~s . ·when he came in and repo:-ted
that there >vas no one around, Jasper proceeded
to lay down the work.
"The fi~·st th:ng on the nrog:·amme will be to
get the l\Irne Que0n," he said. '·That will be quite
easr, since the old man and woman she has living with her won't be much in the way. I'll
chloroform her myself , and then she must be got
clown the mine. Then we will go to the hotel
and get the other girl. v~'e onlv want the one
with the golden l!air; the rest 'vill not be b othered w_ith . 'Fhough they most likely occupy one
r0om, it wont b0 so hard, since the same amoun t
of. cl!lorof~n1-i: will put all thtee a~leep. No one
will oe t.lunkmg ~f anything_ like this happe-riing,
and I thmk we will have plam sailing."
"It'll be all right if no one don't happen ter
hear us when we git in ther hotel," said one of
the men.
"\'Ve don't want ter let 'em hear us" Jasper
hastened to reply. "The thing must 'be done
without an:,'. noi_He at al l. You k n ow, as well as
I do, that it will be an easy thino· to l'"et into
the hotel. It is nothin' more than !: shantv anvhow, encl there ain't a good lock to it. Of c~urse.
·we <l:m't want to go there until aiong toward
mornmg. A.bout an hour before daylight will be
the best time, _I think."
"An' ther Mine Queen kin be o-ot afore tha~"
said Sandy Hopper, nodding his l1ead in a
ter-of-fact "·ay.
. "Oh, y~s. \Ye can get her along about midm~ht. Tnat will be the easiest p;;rt of the whoie
thmg-. Though she knO\"s whnt we wen~ up to
it will be just as eD.sy. The girl will n ever think
that he would dare c0me and tca1· her away from
her home in the m iddle of the night."
The conversation continued on this line and the
minutes flitted by unti l at length an !~our h;:id
passer!. The bottle was emptie,1 encl ::rnothPr took
just about t:m o'clock when Tom J asner went to
just about ten o'clock when Tom Jas~er went to
the door to go to his bachelor apartrnents in the
shanty he had hi red. He ate his meals wherever
he chanced to b e, but had a couple cf rooms fitted
up to his liking. As he opened the door the
sound of girlish laughter came to his ears. H e
listened for a moment, and then, turning to his
villainous companions, exclaimed :
"T he very on es we want are out there now,
boys! Watch them till I run a nd get my chlorofonn ."
Then he left a nd h u rried under the- shadow of
t h e darkn es,; for his shanty. San dy Hopper and
t he others wat ched, and they soon made out the
forms o{ t hr ee poople stand;n g before the little
cottage owned by the Mine Queen, Two were
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unquestionably those of females and the other
was a boy.
"It's Yount(' Wild West an' his gal an' ther Mine
Queen, too!" the villain exclaimed, in a hoarse
whisper. "I reckon we've got 'em dead ter rights,
boys!"
CHAPTER X.-Young Wild West Is Trapped.
The Mine Queen did not remain long at the
hotel. For one who had been subjected to the
ordeal that she had been through, she was remarkably calm when she arose to return to her
home.
"Arietta," said she, calling the girl by her first
name, acco·rding to the custom in that part of the
country, "I shall have· to ask you and Wild to
accompany me home. There is no likelihood of
Tom Jasper interfering i,vith me, now that he
knows that his foul plot has been discovered, but
it will be better for me to be escorted, I think."
"Well, I reckon that Et will be only too glaJ
to go with you, Nellie, and, of course, it will be
proper for me to go, too," Wild hastened to reply. "As for the superintendent letting the matter drop, I hardly think he will. He has got a
gang of villains under his thumb, and after he
has consulted with them I think he will still be
bent on canying out his foul purpose. But just
let him try something to-night, that's all! I
will be ready to shoot, and som>! one will surely
_go down if anything happens."
The three left the hotel a few minutes later,
and before they got to the house, which was but
a short distance from the hotel, Nellie Havem
was laughing and chatting as though nothing had
happened. Wild walked along with the girl.;,
he keeping a lookout, for since he so well knew
that he had enemies in the mining camp, he was
not going to give them a chance to surprise him
if he could help it. They soon reached the house,
and by this time the girls were talking anrl
laughing at a great rate. The Mine Queen had
succeeded in throwing the superintendent off her
mind for the time being. But it was dark, and,
as sharp as his eyes were, Young Wild West
failed to notice that four forms were stealing to
the spot where they "·ere st::mding. He had
hardly throught that the rascally plotting superintendent would try anything so soon, anyhow,
and this only gave the scoundrels all the better
chance to carry out their evil designs.
The first thing Wild knew a noose settled over
his head and a quick jerk sent him rolling on
the ground. Then two forms sprang upon the
girls, and there was one slight scream and all
was still. An improvised gag was th~'Ust into
his mouth almost as soon as he realized what
had happened, and though he made a hard
struggle, he was unable to free his hands, so he
might put up a fight. . After the first start at
wla.at had happened he was more angered than
frightened-angered to think that he had fallen
such an easy victim to his enemies.
More forms now appeared, and presently he
was I?icked up_ and carried from the spot. Wild
was m anything but an easy frame of mind,
because he knew that the villains had sworn to
take his life. But he was far more anxious
about the two girls than he was about himself
for there \\''.ls no telling just how far the rasc1ll~
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mine superintendent might go. That he was the
prime mover in it all he had not the least do~1:)t.
But, as he. always did, he kept a stiff upper iip,
as the sayrng goes, i·ely:ng on his good luck to
get out of the scrape he was in .
• His weapons were taken from him aftel" he
liad been carried a short distance aNl the11 he
was tied so it was impossible for l;im to get his
hands free. A fleeting glimpse of the two i:rirls
'.'IS they were carried ahead of him, in n. <;eemmglY_ un~onscious condition, was all that he had.
But it chd not t_ake him long to understa•1c! why
they _were so still. A pungent odor came to his
nostnls, and he knew that chloroform had been
used.
"The scoundrels!" he thought. "Oh, why was
I s~ch a fool as to come alone with the girls?
I ~~ght have known th~t th~y w_ere watchirw for
ev e. Y chance. I only wISh Cilarhe and Jim \•;ould
come along."
But his partners did not show up, for, like him,
they had no such thought as that of the villains being around, ready for business, jurt then.
A~ his ankles had been tied by a rope, the m2n
.earned our hero, and they weTe not caTehl
about how they handled him, either. At length
they entered a place '.vhere it was as dark a~ a
pocket, and then a lantern was snd<Je,•1ly lighter!.
The fact was that the watchman ha<l been met
by andy Hopper and he had. readily acceoteJ
the chance to be relieved for half an hour. This
gave the villains free rein to get the pri<o'1c;-s
wher~ thev wanted to . In tl:e mine there w'1~ a
certam gallery where there had been a cave-in a
few months b~fore, and it happened that S'l.:1dy
Hopper had chscovered a way to get into it. It
h'.l-cl been a~out abandoned, as far as getting pay
chrt from it was concerned, so no effort w:u
made to free it from the earth and rock that
had shut it off.
Into ~his gallery the vil!ains carried their helpless pnsoner~, the two gH"ls totally oblivious to
what was gomg on, and Young Wild West taking
in all that he saw and heard. As soon as they
had. reach~d the bott?m of the shaft he took good
notice which way his captors were taking him.
But _whether this would do him any good or not,
he did not kn<?'".· He could but hope, that was all.
The secret _h1dmg place being reached, he was
allowed to he on the ground, while the villainous
gang made ready to fit up a temporary quarters
for the girls. In the light of the lantern Wild
saw and recognized those who had captured him
so neatly. All eight of them were there. Tom
Jasper appeared to be very much elated, but not
until he had personally arranged the niche in the
abandoned gallery for the accommodat:on of the
girls did he deign to speak to the boy. When he
did approach him he was ready to plaee him
wh~re he would never sec the light of clay again.
Thirty-five feet below the surface of the ground
and a.t the end of a · gallery that was e;:sily fifty
feet from the bottom of the shaft, Young Wild
West was certainly in a bad predicament. But
when it is taken· in consideration that he had a
remorseless foe in the person of Sandy Hopper
to deal with, matters could hardly have been more
serious.
"Well, Young Wild West," said Jasper coolly,
as he h~ld the lantern so his helpless prisoner
could look upon his face as he spoke, "we meet
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again this evening, I see. It is under entirely
different circumstances, too. Ha, ha, ha!"
Wild struggled to make a reply, but could do
nothing more than to gasp.
"I didn't think you would prove such an easy
one to beat," went on the rascally superintend.
ent, with a fiendish chuckle. "But you could not
have done better if you had tried. You walked
right into the trap we were fixing for you. We
have got the Mine Queen, and we have got you
and your sweetheart, too. Now, as soon as your
two ·partners go under, which they will before
an hour has passed, I think my position as superintendent of the mine will be perfectly safe. Nellie Havens no doubt told you all she heard this
afternoon, so you will readily understand what
is due to happen to her. Only one of you will
ever see the light of day again, and that i5
charming Arietta. She will be my bride! Just
think of that! Why, I never did care anything
for the Mine Queen, as she is called. I did have
an idea of getting her property, though. But
that is past and gone now. I am not going to
do any forging to make it appear that she has
left me anything; I will simply hold my position·
anrl go on robbing the concern, as I have been
doing ever since I have been here. It won't take
me very long to make charming Arietta agree
to become my wife and seal her lips as to w)lat
has happened. I will keep her underground until
she comes to her senses, and when she knows
that you are dead she will look to me as her protector and guardian through life."
'l'his was galling to our hero, of course, but he
''as not the one to lose his head. He could not
t~lk, in fact, and as he made no sign to let the
n1an know that he cared what he said, Jasper
touk the notion to give him an opportunity to
Pulling a i·evolver from his
say something.
pocket, he leveled it at the brave boy's head, and
then turning to Hopper, said:
"Just take the gag from his mouth, Sand,.
If he goes to making a fu ss, I'll shoot him, and
then it will be over with him."
"All right, Tom," was the reply. "But yer seem
ter furgit that I've challenged him ter a battle
with bowies. I must be ther one tel' finish him,
yer know."
"Well, you won't have the chance, not if he
goes to shouting for help. Not that I am afraid
of any one hearing him to-night, but I just don't
want him to shout, you know."
Hopper quickly removed the gag from our
hero's mouth.
"I reckon you galoots have got all the best of
it just about now," said Wild, as coolly as though
he did not regard it a dangerous position for
him. "But this is not going to last. My turn
will come pretty soon."
"I wish I was as sure of winning the girl's affections as I am that you will never see the
light of clay again, Young Wild West," answered
the superiRtendent. "You have heard what I
have said-you must have, if you have ears that
can 11ear." .
"I have heard all, Tom Jasper. But don't
·- think that you have frightened me any. I have
been in worse places than this, and I have always managed to get out of them. Just wait a
little while! You dare not kill me, as you threat'i:.J1 for you know that it will be laid to you, and
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that you would swing in a hurry. Don't think
that this crowd will ever get Cheyenne Charlie
and Jim Dart; it is they who will get you. Mark
my word for it!"
Just then a report like that of a shotgun rang
out somewhere in the mine, and close by, too.

CHAPTER XL-Hops Teaches Sharps Poker.
Hop certainly meant to have a good time of
it that night. He did not know how long Young
Wild West meant to remain in Red Ruby, so he
was going to make sure of it. He stopped into
the next saloon, and there he found that ·h is fame
had preceded him. There was far more gambling going on in this place, and there was both
a roulette wheel and a faro layout. Hop seldom
bothered with faro or roulette. There was nothing sure about winning at sucb games. He preferred dl'aw poker when he gambled; or dice. It
was the saloon where Charlie had fought with
the miner who claimed to be such a fighter. The
defeated man was still there. Hop was very
meek, and minded his own business when he went
in, he not ta1ting the trouble to say something
funny, as he usually did. But, as we have said,
his fame had spread there, and those who did
not know he was Young Wild West's clever Chinaman was quickly apprised of the fact by those
who did. Hop bought tanglefoot, as usual. Business was rather dull with the faro man just then,
so .he called out:
"Come on up an' buck ther tiger! Th er bank
has got lots of money to-night. Chinese is jest
as welcome as any one else. Step up an' try
your luck!"
Hop looked over at him and shook his head.
"Me no likee falo," he declared. "Me alle~
samee play dlaw pokee."
"Is that your game?" one of the miners asked.
"I reckon that's my game, too. How about it,
•
gents?"
The query was addressed to whoever it might
interest, and two or three answered right away.
A table was found, and Hop walked over and sat
down.
"Me allee samee likee play um five-handee
game," he "said.
"S.o do I," retorte? tfie man who had challenged him to play and mv1ted the rest. "There ain't
nothin' like a five-handed game. Ther cards runs
better."
The fifth man was found, and then a new pack
of cards was brought out. No such things as
chips were used, even though it was one of the
larger sized mining camps. The real money was
to be used in the betting, and as those who sat
down had plenty of it, it was likely to be a lively
game while it lasted. Hop had plenty of mone~~. too. He always had more than most men ca!'
ried with him. It was not money that he saved
from his wages, either. It was that which he
won at poker. Being a sleight-of-hand performer, he had little trouble in fooling the best of the
card sharps. But the game seldom lasted very
long, when he had good, sharp players against
him.
Once they realized that he was too much f:ir
them, they would quit. It so happened that Hop
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had struck four men who consitlcretl themselves
to be as good as anything in the line of a poker
player as wr:s to be found in Red Ruby. Not
one of them could play a square game, because
he had learned the art of cheating to such an
extent th:::t it was difficult for one to catch him.
They all knew that cheating was to b~ expected
when they sat down in a game, and it was the
man who proved to be the most clever at it who
won the money usnally. Luck sometimes will
beat the smartest of gamblers. Neither of them
had any idea that the Chinaman was anythin~
more than a pretty smal't one, who had picked up
a slight knowledge of the game around the mining camps he had visited. But they were to find
out their mistake before many minutes. They
cut for deal and, anxious to see what sort of a
showing the Celestial would make with four
sharps, several in the saloon turned their attention to that particular table. The man on Hop's
right won the deal, so it was up to him to put up
an ante. Pulling out a handful of gold coins, he
selected the first one his fingers came in contact
wi th and flipped it to the center of the table.
"It w as a ten-dollar gold piece."
"That's right," said the man opposite to him .
"Make 'em put up good an' smart tcr git in ther
game. Ten dollars is jest a nice, little ante, I
reckon."
Hop smiled blandly.
"Sometimes me allee samec putee upee um
hund!ed dollee ante, so be," he said.
"Yer do, eh? Yer must be a mighty stiff player, then," one of the others remarked.
"Me velly muchee lucky sometimes."
"Yer are, eh 1"
The four men exchanged glances. Hop noticed
t hi«, but did not seem to.
"Me win thlee thousand dollee in Plescoi,t
'boutee two months ago," he went on to say.
"Me Lke<' win um lot of money, .o be. But me
no ca;:e if me Josee; plenty more money in um
world, so be."
"He's a sort of a philosopher, ain't he, boys?"
remarked the dealer, as he dealt the cards in
an artistic sort of way.
"You bet!" was the i·eply.
Hop looked pleased at this. It wa.s hard to
tell whether he was innocent or very clever. The
cards bein~ dealt aro und, the players looked at
their hands, and then the man next to Hop put
up ten dollars to draw cards. The next man
dropped out. The third hesitated a moment, and
then came up. The dealer himself smiled sc ·
i·enely and put up his ten. He felt perfectly
safe, since he had fixed the cards about the way
he wanted them, and, though he did not have a
pair to draw to, he knew where three jacks lay
in the pack.
"How many do yer want?" he said to Hop.
"Me takee allee samee thlee" cards," was the
reply.
When he got them, Hop found he had two pairs
in his hand, aces up. This \vas not much of '.l
hand, but he seemed to be more than satisfied
with his draw. The others having drawn, Hop
bet twe nty dollars, just to start the thing g oing.
The other three came in, each raising it ten as it
came their turn. Then Hop called. The dealer
won, be<:ause he had managed to get the three
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jat"ks h·c was looking for, and a pnir o[ fours
accidentally.
'"Lat velly gooclee," sa:d Hop, when : e :;aw the
winning hand. "l\Ie Jrnvec pletty g-odei:! ha.id,
too, so be. You velly muchee lucky."
lt '''.as then that the four card sharps m::icle
up then n:mds that ~hey had a very innocc.'.lt one
to play with. It bem~· Hop's deal, he picked up
the cards, took some time to straighten the :.1 out,
m:d then, after the cut had been made, he proceeded to deal. There was a certain mYkward
'~·ay about lus. manner of dealing that put him
down as a nonce, but such was not the case, as
the reader knows. Hep had decided to end the
little game with that very hand. As awkward
as he appeared to be, when he picked up hi~ five
cards he held four aces. But that was not all!
E:ach of the four men playing against him found
himself the possessor of a good substantial pair.
They took the bait, and when it came around
to Hop, there was forty dollars on the table. He
ponde1·ed over ~is h~nd for a f.ew seconds, just
as though he did no" know whether to com e in
or not, and then he put up a ten-doHar bill and
discarded one card.
"If me gittee allee light; if me no gittec, allee
long," he remarked, as though he was taking the
chance to fill a full or a four-flush.
'1'!1-e sharps smiled and exchanged f"'ances
aga!n. They did not know that the c]e,:~r Celestial had fixed the cards as none of them could
Rach
pcssibJ~, do without being caught at it.
drew three card<:, and each got what thei· were
looking for, though neither was aware of ,·;hat
.the oth~r got. When Hop drew one card, just
to deceive them, each of the five players ht>ld
four of a kind! This would have been remafkable, indeed, if it had been a square deal. B~t it
was not a ~quare deal in any sense of th e ,,·ord.
r~op ~lad ~coled th~m .. ever;. while they \\'ere
watching lmn and thmlrn1g him to be a noYic!".
. When he drew one card, all four were w~tc:1i ng
his face cl,osely. . They saw his eyes Jig-.1, up,
and then tney believed that he had either Jilled
a full hand or a flush. The man who he'.! the
edge promptly led ofl' with a bet of twen~\· dol·
lars.
"Twenty better," said t:1e next one.
"Twe~ty better than you," came from the third,
as }'E'. slipped up the money in an indifferent wav.
Fifty better than you!" exclaimed the fourth
m~1n, putting Up the neceRrnry amount.
.~undled dollee better lan you!" said Hop,
sm1lmg blandly.
Then things got decided'y interesting at tl1e
ta.ble: Each man was confident that he held t'.1e
wmnrng hand, and he was ready to bet bi~ "lothing .if it came to the point. The raising ro:-it'nu!'u
until one of them went broke. He called for a
showdown then, and, it being- granted, the fiv e
hands were laid down and exposed to view.
"Me gottee fom· lillee aces," said Hon as he
·'
reached over and scooped in the pot.
CHAPTER XII.-\Vhat Hop Wah Did.
The four miners looked at each other in si·
Jenee as the cleYer Chinaman scooped in the pot,
"Evelybody havee goodce hands, so be," said
Hop, smiling pleasantly. "Velly muchee stlange,
so. be."
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"Yes, it's very strange," said one of them. "I
reckon we've been bit, boys! Ther Chinee has
fooled us."
The speaker rose from the table.
"No play some more, so be?" Hop questioned,
showing surprise.
"Not much!" was the reply. "I reckon I won't
play no more fur a week now. I won't never
play with you ag'in."
Hop shook his head sadly.
"Me velly solly," he observed, as he arose and
walked to the bar. "Evelybody havee dlink!
Me havee velly muchee luck, so be."
"I 1·eckon there wasn't much luck about it,"
replied the boss of the place, a broad grin on
his face. "Five men don't ginerally sit down an'
git four of a kind apiece, not with ordinary dealin', anyhow. But it's all right, heathen. They
thought they had a pi~nic, an' yer fooled 'em,
that's all. Ther only thing about it is that you've
got ther money that I'd have got. They would
have all bucked ther tiger afore mornin', an' that
would have boosted up my receipts amazin'ly.
You'd better try your luck at faro now."
"?.'.[e no playee um losing game, so be," retorted the celestial, shaking his head.
The strange part about it all was that the four
gamblers took their defeat good naturedly. Not
one of them could say that he had seen any
cheating done, and as they were just as happy
when broke as when they had lots of money, it
really made little difference to them. Hop remained in the place for fully an hour. Then he
like fifty dol1 left, after spending something
Ja".'· As he came out of the saloon he saw three
people walking along on the other side of the
:;tr"'et. A glance told him that two of them
we,e Young Wild West and Arietta. The other
was a girl, but he quickly came to the conclusion
that it was neither Anna nor Eloise.
"Um Mine Queen, maybe,'' he muttered. "Whei·e
um go? Mc better lookee outee. Maybe um bad
ma~s watchee and catchee Misler Wild when J-ie
no lookee."
There is where the tact and good judgment of
the clever Chinaman came into play. He was
always looking out for the interest and safety of
thcFe who. thought enough of him to overlook
his shortcomings and keep him with them, Hop,
hm·;ng made up his mind what to do, proceeded
along at a safe distance behind the three. When
they reached the home of the Mine Queen, the
Ch'r.aman was less than two hundred feet away,
and on the opposite side of the street. When
they stopped in front of the house Hop stopped,
too, and remained in the shadow of a shanty.
Something told him that dangeT was lurking
near at hand, and he watched and waited. It
was not long before he saw a commotion in front
of the house and heard the scuffling of feet. A
sharp cry sounded and then he saw sev 1 dark
forms moving from the spot hurriedly. At first
he was going to call out to Wild, but he quickly
decided not to. Instead, he hastened after the
moving forms, and the result was that he follo\ -eel them into the shed and to the shaft of the
mine. Luckily he heard the villains talking in
low tones, and when he found that the three prisonc1s were to be taken down into the mine he
turned and left the spot in a hurry. He ran at
fn 11 sneed to the Dynamite Hotel. Charlie and
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Jim were sitting on the porch with Anna and
Eloise when the excited Chinaman put in an appearance.
Misler Jim!" cried Hop.
"Misler Charlie!
"Hully upee, so be! Misler Wild allee samee
gittee catchee by um bad mans! Missy Alietta
gitee catchee, too! Um Mine Queen gitee catcheel
Hully upee! Ley·take to um mine, so be!"
The scout and Dart leaped to their feet in a
twinkling.
"Thunder!" gasped Charlie. "I reckon we'll
have ter move mighty quick, Jim."
Anna and Eloise were dismayed, but a word
from Dart and they quickly returned to the hou~e.
Wild's two partners ran so fast that Hop could
scarcely keep up with them. However, he managed to tell them all he knew as they ran, and
when they reached the mine but a few minutes
had elapsed. It happened that the watchman
Sandy Hopper had relieved came back just then.
He had made the discovery that he had no money
with him, and he was looking for his coat to get
what he had there. When he found our three
friends in the shed he was much surprised. But
Charlie quickly covered him by a revolver and
forced him to produce a lantern.
"Do you know what's been goin' on here?"
Charlie asked sternly, when the lantern threw
the .light on the face of the astonished man.
He promptly declared his innocence. But when
the scout told him that Young Wild West had
been taken down the shaft by Sandy Hopper and
the mine superintendent, the watchman, who was
really an honest man, was ready to do all lie
.
m~ .
"Sandy an' some others was here," he admitted. "Sandy told me he would take my place an'
let me go an' git a drink. But it never struck
me that there was anything wrong. I didn't
know he had Young Wild West; honest, I didn't!"
"They didn't only have Young Wild West but
they've got his gal, an' ther Mine Queen, too "
said Charlie, who be·lieved that the man w~s
truthful in what he said. "They're out fur mur?er; that's what T?m Jasper an' Sandy Hopper
is! We want ter git down that shaft in a hurry.
If you want ter hold your job, you'll help us ter
do it."
"I'll help,'' was the quick reply. "I know that
Sandy is a bad man, but I didn't think he would
do anything like this, blamed if I did!"
"You didn't think that the superintendent
would put up a job to kil1 the Mine Queen either
'
'
did you?" spoke up Jim.
"No, I didn't," was the truthful answer.
"Well, that's what he did. He wants to force
Young Wild West's sweetheart into marrying
him. He is going his whole length, now that he's
been discharged."
"Discharged!" echoed the watchman, as he c::mducted them to the.shaft.
"Yes. The Mine Queen happened to overhear
a plot. that he and Hopper were making up, a!ld
she discharged Tom Jasper to-night. I reckon
she could do it, since she owns the mine."
"~h, y_es. What she ~ays has got ter go. But
I did thmk she was gom' ter marry Jasper."
"Yes, she had a notion that way. But that is
all off now. She hates him now."
The watchman, who was no other than the
man named Norris, ho had stood up for the
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rights of our friends when the trouble with the
superintendent and Sandy Hopper occurred th~t
morning-, was g lad to be of all the a ssistance he
could. He soon got them down the shaft, and
then, hol<ling his revolver in his hand, he led the
way through the main gallery.
"I wonder where they could have gone to?" he
whispered. "I don't know much ~out thinirs
down here."
"Ley takee Misler Wild and um girls to nm
place whatee nobody knowee 'boutee," said Hop.
.
"Me hear um say lat."
A five minutes' search revealed nothing. Then
Hop's wit came into play.
"Me findee," he said, as he drew a big firecracker from his pocket. "Me shoottee off tris
and makee bigee noise.. Len um galoots :i.llee
samee comee outee to findee outee whatee r.1attee,
so be."
"A good idea, by jingo !" exclaimed the scout.
The Chinaman lost no time in lighting the fuse
of the cracker. Then he tossed it around a corner of the gallery. Bang! It went off with a
report that echoed through the underground
lace. As the echoes died away the sounds of
urrying feet were heard. Nonis, who had put
on a hat containing a miner's lamp, quickly extinguished the light. The next minute the forms
of four men, two of whom had lamps on their
hat , came into view. The moment Cheyenne
Charlie recognized them as belonging to Sandy
Hopper's gang he fired a shot with !lis re".olver.
One of the advancing men dropped immediately.
"Co111e on!" exclaimed Charlie, leading the way.
T hey all started after the men, who turned
·and ran back into the gallery. They lost no time,
and it happened that they saw where they went.
Through the little passage into the place callec.l
the "lost gallery" they went, and the next moment they came upon the gang and their captives.
"Whoopee!" shouted Cheyenne Charlie. "Hold
up your hands you sneakin' galoots! Ther jig is
up!"
"Never!" shouted Tom Jasper, and he fired a
hot from his revolver.
Then a fi"'ht began in the underground place.
But few sh~ts were fired, however, for the villains quickly put out the. lights and relied on .hitting in the dark with kmves and a couple of H?n
bars they had picked up. In the scramble Jim
Dart mana..,.ed to reach the two girls. He quickly
cut them l~ose, dark as it was. Then the Mine
Queen called out sharply:
"Hold! If you men wish to save your lives,
you had better stop this at once! Sb:ike a light
and quit fighting!"
CHAPTER XIII.-The Bowie Battle.
One of the men struck a light. The words of
the Mine Queen seemed to have great eff~t on
the villains. No one had been hurt much m the
fight, although one of the vil~ains was seen winding a piece of rag about lus forearm. It was
really a fight that had stopped temporarily, with
no one the victor. As another of the miners
Jio-htecl one of the little lamps the man with th!\
:ndaged arm drew a revolver and pointed it at
·wild, as he arose to his feet, after Charlie eut
him loose. Just then it looked as though the
illains had the best of it. But Wild felt quite
qua! to the emergency.
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"Sandy Hopper," said he, "I reckon the best
way to settle thi thing is for you and me to
fight it out with bowies. You challenged r.1e tonight, and I accepted. We will have our bowie
battle right here, and that will decide the case.
If you•win, you can go ahead just as you intended, and if I win, I will have the disposal of you
and your gang. What do you say?"
Hopper was taken aback when he heard this.
The coolness of the boy fairly stagge1·ed him.
Still he felt that he was able to defeat hi1n, and
he was not going to back down now.
"Do yer mean what yer say, Young Wild
West?" he asked, an evil light showing in his
eyes.
"I certainly do," was the repl y.
"All right, then. We'll fight it out. If I clean
you out, I'll run ther ch:::nces of fix ·- · ther rest.
If you happen ter whip 1~e, yer kin cake me out
an' han~ me, if yer want ter."
The villain turned to a box that was in the mine
gallery and took from it a smaller box.
"He1·e's two as nice bowie knives as was ever
forged" he exclaimed, as he raised the lid of the
box. "I won 'em at a raffle once, an' I've had
'em here fur safekeepin' since I've been workin'
at ther Nellie Havens 1'/J:ine. They're beauties,
all right!"
He held up the box and the glittering steel
could be seen by all hands. No one said a word
and Wild merely gave a nod. Just then one of
the followers of Hopper stepped forward and
raised his hand.
'"!'here ain't no use of runnin' ther risk of
fightin' him, Sandy," he said. "Don't do it. He
might whip yer-he might kilf yer, an' then it
would be all up with u s."
"Never you mind," was the reply. "If that
boy, smart as he is, kin kill me, he's welcome ter
do it. I never met ther man what could handle
a bowie as well as I kin. Don't make no mistake
on that. I growed up in ther bu -iness."
"Before you begin your bowie battle with
Young Wild West I want to t ell you something,
Sandy Hopper!" cried the Mine Queen, in a ringing voice, as she faced the villain. "If you come
out of it alive, you have got just twenty minute;;
to leave the camp!"
"Not much, I reckon," was the retort. "Stand
back, Nellie Havens! You ain't got nothin' te1
say about this."
But the girl did not move.
"I meant by that in case you were defeated,
and came out alive," she said calmly.
"Oh!"
This put a different phase to it.
"I reckon you kin agree ter that, eh, Sandy?"
one of t)1e villains spoke up.
"Yes, I'll agree to that,'' was the r eply.
The man who had tried to persuade him from
fighting now stepped back. Tom Jasper was
keeping well behind his rascally gang, but he
was being watched by Hop, who was also well in
the r ear, and in the dark as well. Wild saw that
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart each stood with
leveled revolvers in the background, and he did
not mind the fact that the wounded miner was
covering him. But A1·ietta noticed it, and she
turned to him and said :
"Put down your revolver! Don't you know that
an agreement has been made?··
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"Yes; but I ain't goin' t cr let Young Wild West
git aY.ray," was the reply.
"Put down yonr revolver!"
As foe girl spoke she drew a revolver from
her breast and placed the muz:de close to his face.
Arietta had had the weapon there all the time,
for she always made it a rule to carry a revolver otl:e1· than the one she had in her belt.
The wounded miner quickly lowered the weapon.
"Put it away!"
He did so."
"Now, then, go ahead with the battle," the
bra·,'e girl s&.id, just as though she was master
of the ceremonies.
Wild stepped forward and took one of the
knives from the box. It made little difference
to him which one it was, for he believed them
tQ be alil•e, as nearly as possible. They were,
too, and when Sandy Hopper said they were good
ones, he spoke the truth. Wild did not fear the
outcome of the fight. He had been in many
figihts with bowies and he had always managed to
come out the victor. What he did not know
about such i:. contest, few did. Even Arietta was
confident that he ;vould soon defeat the villain
But the ?.fine Queen had become silent now. She
had lost the boldness she had shown but a minute
or so before, and she crouched back against the
wall of earth and stone, waiting for what was to
come. It was a t!-ying moment to her. Our hero
was as cool as an iceberg just then. He was certain that victory was coming to them, for he
knew that Charlie and Jim had taken positions
so they could be on hand the moment they were
needed. Wild motioned Arietta to step aside.
"Tom Jasper,'' said he, "you come here and be
the referee to the bowie battle, will you?"
"I would rather not," was the reply.
"I want you to."
"Come on, Tom. If he's satisefid, you ought
ter be. It's goin' ter be a square fight, an' I
mean ter clip his heart in two if I kin. I know
he'll give me my medicine if he kin do it."
The man, with his coarse, straight hair, looked like a powerful fiend as he towered above the
dashing boy. But he did not frighten our friends
a bit. Cheyenne Charlie had seen Wild defeaL
so many of his kind that he never once doubted
the result. Tom Jasper reluctantly stepped forward.
"Are you both ready?" he asked.
"Yes," came the reply.
"Then go at it!"
There was no light in the mine save that which
came from the lamps on the miners' hats. That
on Hopper's hat had been extinguished, and,
throwing aside the head{\'car, he crossed knives
with the boy. Clash! The blades came together, emitting sparks of fire. Our hero looked the
villain squarely in his eyes.
"You're going to get your medicine, Sandy
Hopper!" he exclaimed coolly. "I am surely going to finish you. You will never be allowed
twenty minutes to leave town. .It is your life
or mine!"
Clash-clash! The villain drew back his bowie
and made a thrust, but Wild caught the blade
with the hilt of his own knife and the miner was
foiled. There was a deathly silence in the underground place as the two stood stock-still for
a moment. No one vP.ntured to speak or to
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move. Then Wild became the agg:es"or. He
struck like lightning and got his opponent backing around the narrow confines. The1e was only
one way to settle it, and Wild knew he must kill
the man who was so eager to take his life. It
mattered not to him, since he had been brought
up to defend himself from his foes, and end theil·
existence, if th e needs demanded it.
"Look out, Sa.-idy !" called out one of the villain's friends. "He's mighty quick!"
"Don't you worry about me," was the reply.
though the tone of his voice told that he was
not so confident as he had been. 'Tll git ther
young galoot."
Back and forth they swayed as they went
around in the flickering, uncertain light. Wild
had him going, and he knew it. But suddenly
Hopper made a quick, downward stroke and
grazed the boy's wrist. The blood showed, and
a hoarse cheer went up from the gano- of villains. But, not disturbed by the cut, \Vild forced
the fighting. Around the circle thev ·went twice
and then suddenly our hero got the ch~mce and
struck the bowie from the hand of his opponent.
He could have ended his life right then and
the1·e, but at the last minute he refrained from
taking the advantage. As his knife struck the
rocky side of the gallery, with a ring, Sandy u~
tered an o·ath, and, drawing a i·evolver raised it
to shoot the victorious boy.
'
CHAP'I'ER XIV.-Hop and the Super!ntendent.
Crack! The sharp report of a revolver sounded,
and Sandy Hopper dl'opped his weapon and stag,
gered back. lbs arm dropped limply i:.t his side,
for .the bullet 1rnd taken effect in the fleshy part
of it. Anetta had fired the shot and as sh~
stepped before him. the moking r~volv~r in her
hand, she exclaimed:
"None of that, you coward! Do!>'t think that
you can do such work as that, not when I am
here!"
"I'!ll don~!" came the reply.
Wild qmckly stooped and picked up the revolver the man had dropped. Turnino· it toward
the miner and the superintendent, he"' said :
"I reckon you galoots are our prisoners. Don't
try to get away. The first one who does will
die!"
There was such a ring in the boy's voice that •
it impressed the men more than anything else
had done. Besides, they all knew him to be a
deadshot, and there was not one of them who was
willing to risk getting a bullet. from him. Seeing that he had them, Wild called out:
"Hold up your hands!"
Up went the hands .of all but one of them.
He was no other than Tom Jasper. Thinking
that it meant sure death for him if he surrendered, he chose to make a break for it. He darted out through the narrow fissure that had let
them all into the open space and ran for his life
thr€lugh the darkness. There was one who caught
sight of him as he ran. It was Hop. To be safe
from any bullets that might come that way, he
had stepped out through the opening into the
main gallery. He could hear all that was said,
however, and when he heard Wild tell the men
to hold up their hands, he knew it was about
over. But when the figure of a man came dash-
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"ng past lilin, he decided that there was some- Hop, and before he could get up, Jasper was
running out into the gallery again. But Hop
hing for him to do.
He started after rum, treading lightly, and never once let go the revolver. He got up and
efore he had taken fifty steps he saw the flash went after him as fast as he could run in the
a match. Jasper had halted to light a lamp, darkness. The flickering light on the superinshowed him the way. This time
so he might find his way. He knew as much tendent's hat for
the shaft. He had not thought
out the mine as any one working there, and Jasper made
e was simply looking for a place where he could abourt tJhat before. He reached the bucket that
ide. The clever Crunaman crept up close to him, was used to pull up the pay dirt, and bhen, though
nd just as he was about to spring upon him and he was no athlete, he began climbing up the
ake the cJ1ances of holding him until help came, chains that went to the big windlass above. Hop
Jasper started up a narrow, crooked gallery. H~p could see what he was up to, for the light was
was right after him. Only about thirty feet did still upon his head.
"Misler Wild! l\'Iisler Wild!" shouted the Chit':e villainons superintendent go, and then he
ound himself in a dark pocket. Once in this naman, at the top of his voice.
Then he started up the chains. He heard a
he proceeded to pile up some boards, so he would
safe from an attack. Hop c1~pt up stealthily, response to his call, but he did not stop. Jasper
:id wrule the man was in the act of placing the made the thfrty feet to the top in quick time,
oards upright across the narrow opening, he for he was climbing for his life. Hop wa3 just
':queezed in between them and got behind the as quick and as strong as he, however, and he was
•1llain. Hop then calmly reached out and took in time to see the light bobbing along through
the revolver the man had in his hand. It was the dark shed. In his eagerness to get away,
lone in such a slick way that Jasper let go of the supe1·intendent never once thougiht of extinguishing the lamp.
t before he knew what had happened.
Through the shed he ran, and then straight for
He had on one of the miner's hats, and it was
his shanty he dashed. It " ·as the man's inteni'om thi s that the light came.
"Velly nicee evening, so b-" said Hop, smiling tion to gather up his money and valuables and
"You then ride away. He Jrnd a horse in a shed at
and pointing his own revolver at him.
the rear of the shanty, and as he entered the
allee samec settee down, so be."
· shanty Hop made for the shed. The Crunaman
The superintendent nearly collapsed.
was sure that he would come for the horse, but
"You-you Chinaman!" he gasped.
"Lat allee samcc light; me um Chinee, so be," if he did not, he would know just where he was,
1Vas the calm reply. "You settee clown, so be, or anyhow. Hop watched and waited. He could
hear nothing that would indicate that Wild and
ou allee samee dlop down!"
Jasper thought he had better ..Qbey. He drop- the rest were coming, and the silence about the
shanty the villain had gone into was complete.
ped to a sitting posture in a hurry.
"How did you get here, anyhow?" faltered the But in about five minutes he saw the figure of a
man emerge from a window. It was Tom Jasper.
aptured scoundrel.
"Me gittee here, allee light,'' was the reply. He had something in his hand, which the Ohina- ·
man easily guessed was a revolver, and tha1t madt
"Me allee samee comee pletty quickee, too."
Hop more careful.
"You niust have .. ,
Jasper now gave it up. He found that it was
He knew he was up against a desperate man,
useless, so he tried to persuade the clever China- and he would be shot if the ehance only came to
man to allow him to escape.
his foe to do it. Acting on a sudden impulse,
.._'I'll give you a thousand dollars if you will the Crunaman turned his attention to the trapsaid.
he
iet me get out of here,"
pings that belonged to the horse. Wrule Jas"You got um thousand dollee?" queried Hop, per was looking around the vicinity to find out
would
friends
his
speaking in a loud voice, so
if he had been followed there, Hop came upon
be able to hear him, providing t11ey were any- a bridle. He quickly unbuckled one of the reins
where close by.
from the bit-ring, but left it so it would not pull
"Yes," was the reply, in a hurried tone of out unless a good jerk were given. Then he
oice. "Here it is."
crouched in a corner. The superintendent ap"Me no takee," was the quick reply. "But me proa ched and at once began saddling the horse,
allee samee chuckee um dicee for um thousand which gave a whinny of recognition. The saddle
dollee. Me putee upee money and you putee on, the man seized the bridle, for he knew just
upee money."
where it hung, and that was soon on.
"No, no! Take the money and let me go."
He had abandoned the miner's hat and Jam]\
"Where you wantee go ? " asked the Chinaman after reaching the shanty, and now wore a cap
innocently.
such as tourists usually have. Leading the horse
out of the shed, he. mounted. Hop feared that
"I want to get out of the mine, of course."
"Lat velly funny,'' and Hop kept the weapon his plan mig·ht not work, after all, and he got
ready to shoot, for he had made up his mind
pointed at his head.
· Jasper was becoming desperate again. He had that he was not going to allow the man to get
given up, but the manner of the Chinaman an- away.
"Get up, Doll!" exclaimed Jasper, as he gave
gered rum just enough to make rum still believe
he had a chance. The boards he had been hur- a pull on the reins.
The h<llse started on a canter right away.
rie<lly standing up before the opening were within his reach, and suddenly he caught them a:.'!.d Crack! Hop fired, taking the best aim he could.
gave a pull. Down came three or four of them, The bullet cut a lock of hair from the head of
falling almost directly upon him and the China- the escaping villain, and, starting back, he pullman. It was, of courne, entirely unexpected to · ed heavily at the reins. The result was that his
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horse was pulled around suddenly and he was
pitched headforemost from the saddle. Hop was
on the scene before Jasper could rise.
"You no g-ittee 'way lis time!" he exclaimed.
"Me allee samee velly muchee smartee Chinee!"

CHAPTER XV.-Conclusion.
No one attempted to give pursuit when Tom
Ja::>per dashed away. They had all they coulti
attend to where they \Vere, and Wild and his partners knew it. Up to this time the watchman had
taken no part and, seeing him standing there,
'vVild asked him what he was going to do.
'·Nothin'," was the reply. "I don't belong ter
th at gang, Young Wild West. "I led your pards
down in ther mine, as they kin tell yer. I don't
know nothin' about how Sandy Hopper an' ther
rc!\t got yer."
"Well, you just step out there and tie the han~s
of the gang behind them. Et, you take then
8hootcrs from them."
"All right, Wild," answered Arietta, and as
she stai,ted to do as she was told the watchman
followed her.
"Where is Hop?" asked Wild, as he missed
the Chinaman.
It was just then that he heard the Chinaman
calling to him.
"He's got lost, I'll beit a quarter!" exclaimed
the scout, who had no idea that he was after the
superintendent.
They now left the lost gallery and proceeded
to look for Hop. But he was nowhere to be
found. After a ten minutes' search they c~n
cluded that he had gone out after the superintendent and they were taken to the surface by
the wahihman. The prisoners were hauled up,
Sandy Hopper moaning and gr?aning .from the
pain his wounded arm caused him. With a lantern the watchman led the way out into the
opei:: air. Wild knew that it was quite likely
that the escaping superintendent would make
for his own shanty, so he asked the watchman
where it was.
.
"Come on,'' was the reply; "I'll take yer right
to •t"
.
v\.rild hurried ahead with him, leaving Arietta
to go to the home -0f the Mine Queen, which was
but a shom distance away. But Jim Dart went,
too, for he was not going to gitv'e the r3:scally
superintendent the least chance to get his revenge. As Wild and the watchman reached the
shanty they heard a shot right behind it. They
clashed around, and · then it was that they came
upon Hop and the dismounted. fugi~ive.
.
"Hip hi!" yelled Hop, wavmg his hat m the
air as he stood over Jasper, who had been
stu~ned by the fall from his horse. "Hoolay for
Young Wild West! Hoolay!"
"Hello, Hop!" said our hero, as he leaned over
and took a look at the form on the gi·ound.
"Did you kill him when you shot?"
The watchman held his lantern over the man's
face and just then he opened his eyes.
"Get up, you sneaking galoot!" said Wi~d
sternly. "You are not hurt any, I reckon. It is
too bad you hadn't got a bullet through yolL
thou~h.
It would have saved tbe trouble of
hangmg you."

BOWIE, BATTLE

"Mercy!" cried the villain, as he obeyed the
command. "Don't take me, Young Wild West.
Let me ride away and begin life anew. I know
I have done enough since this morning to warrant hanging me; but give me a chance and let
me reform."
"There is no chance for you, Jasper. You have
made your bed, and you must lie in it. You
plotted to kill an innocent girl, who had thought
enough of you to accept you for a husband. You
plotted to steal the best girl on earth and force
her to become your ·wife. You plolted to kill me
and my pa1•tners, and you fought against us,
with the intent to kill when we met you in the
mine. I reckon it won't take a jury long to
settle your settle your case. I am going to tell
the whole thing just as it happened, so you need
not ask for mercy."
Then, as he realized how near death he was,
the '°illain broke into a scream that echoed
through the mfoing camp. The scream from the
superintendent brought half a dozen miners to
the spot in a hurry. In answer to their questions, Y'oung Wild West quickly told them what
had happened. It ·was decided to take the prisoners to the town lockup, so Wild called Jim ansJ._
the two girls to go along and substantiate the
story he had told. -r'hey did this, and in less
than twenty minutes every man, woman and
child was gathered around the log shanty that
was used as a jail. There was no such thing as
a county ju8ge to be had in :Red Ruby, and the
sheriff lived over forty miles away.
But there was a man there who acted as a
judge when it was necessary, and, as the crowd
demanded it, he called for a jury to try the villains right away. Twelve men were selected, the
complaint made, and then the prisoners were
given a chance to defend themselves. We may
as well say that, no matter what they said, the
rnsult would have been th? same, anyhow. Sandy
Hopper was the first to be called, and he confessed to the \.vhole proceeding and then begged
for his life. Tom Jasper alone tried to get out
of it, he declaring that he had been made a
prisoner by Hopper and his gang, the same
Young Wild West and the girls.
This so incensed the prisoners that they called
him all the vile names they could lay tongue to.
The jury had no trouble in agreeing upon a
verdict. The reader can guess what it was. Our
friends retired rather late that night, satisfied
that it had been one of the liveliest and most
thrilling clays they had ever spent in a mining
camp. It happened that the very next day two
men repl'esenting a syndicate arrived at Red
Ruby for the purpose of trying to buy the Nellie
Havens Mine. Acting on the advice of Young
Wild West, the Mine Queen sold the property.
Our friends did not remain long enough at
Red Ruby to attend the wedding, since they knew
that there was no more excitement for them
there, the bad element having been wiped out.
But it is ·safe to say that Young vVild West
would long remember his bowie battle down in
the gallery of the Nellie Havens Mine.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST COMMANDING THE CAVALRY; OR,
THE LAST FIGHT OF THE AP ,A.CHES."
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CURRENT NEWS
NEW COUNTERFEIT $10 NOTE
T he Secret Service Division of the Treasury
has issued a warning regarding a new counte.r·foit $10 Fc~\eral Reserve note, destined as foll ows:
"On the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City,
Missouri; reek letter 'B'; W. G. McAdoo, Secretary of the Treasury; John Burke, Treasurer of
the United States; portrait of Jackson.
"This counterfeit is printed from photographic
p late:;, and is clearly the work of an a:mateu1'.
The bill is about a half inch shorter than the
genuine, and the face is brown instead of black,
and the back blue instead of green. The numbe1·
f the specimen at hand is J7509902A. It is a poor
counterfeit."

But as we usually mean the word "talk," animals cannot talk. Even if they imitate our words
their talk is meaningless to them. The answe;
to the question why this is so is that the brains
of an!mals, even the cleverest, and such as may
have Jived all their lives in human company, and
so have b_een ~ducated as much as may be, are
so vastly mfenor to our brains that animals have
not mind enough to enable them purposely to use
special sounds with special meanings.
The throat, voic~box, tongue and mouth of an
animal are ,in t~eir way just as good as ou1·s. Indeed, a dog s voice takes longer to tire than most
men's voices. It is the nature of the brain of the
dog that prevents him from talking. To talk as
human beings, talk requires at least a little
thou_gh perhaps D:ot always very much, of the
special powers which the human mind alone has
INF ANT LOCKED IN ICEBOX
~ Joseph Petrowski, although i;;rmed
with an and which so far as the wonderful brain is con~
xc, was badly lacerated by a mirror his wife cerned are connected with the great size anrl
eld when the police forced their way into the ma~·velous st~·ucture of one of its parts, with
ouse at No. 323 Henderson street, Jersey City. which no ammal has anything ·worthy to comhe pair resented the intrusion and attacked the pare.-Book of Knowledge.
olice, wh::i had t? use their clubs to subdue them.
The man and the woman were tied with ropes
PROFESSOR FALLS DOWN l\!INE SHAFT
nd taken to the police statioTJ..
TO DEATH
When the police searched the fiat they found
six-months old baby in an ice box. A fourteenThe body of H . C. A. Smith, the Hackley School
ear-old girl was in a closet. Three otther chil- geol~gy professor, who fell to his death into the
dren were running a bout the rooms. Two of the Mamtou copper, sulphur and iron mine shaft on
hildren were sent to a hospital, where they are Thursday, Oct. 28 , while he was conducting a
·n a critic'll condition from whooping cough.
g-roup of stud~nts on a field trip, has been recovPetrowski and his wife were sentenced to six ered. G1:applmg hooks, let down by James Eaton
nonths in the penitentiary for cruelty to chil- a;;d Brum Polhemus, caught the body in a pool
dren. Judge O'Driscoll suspended sentence on 1,.5 feet underground.
he woman.
Marks on the bod~ indicated that death had
come to Professor Smith before he struck the water, as a result of his fall again~t the walls of the
DRY WAVE SCARES JAMAICA
Thousands of residents of .Jamaica, the home corkscrew type shaft. The search was to have
of Jamaica rum, have united in a protest to t11e been abn:ndoned to-night on the theory that the
Government and legislative council against pro- sulphur m the wa~er _had kept the body clown in
ibition, State control of the liquor trade or al- a _fissure, from wluch 1t would never be dislodged.
teration of the present licensing system. A meas- Divers had been sent into the shaft, and a boat
ure has been introduced in the Legislature by the had been lowere? t~ the water, sixty-five feet beGovernment providing for State control of the low the surface, m tne first attempts at recove!'ing
radc after the legislative council had been asked the body.
Profe~sor Schmitt had gone to the copper mine
to consider a!so the questions of prohibition and
shaft with a party of stude;;its qf the Hackley
icensing.
Those opposed argued in a memorial to the School to m~ke a study of mmeral compositions.
Government that the manufacture of rum as a Severd specnnens of ore were examined by the
by-product of sugar had been carried on in the students. Professor Schmitt went tO"..va:;:d the
island for hundreds of yea1·s and formed an im- n~outh of the shaft, which had its opening on a
7ortant industry which "7ou!d be seriously affected lull, and leaned forward to grasp a particle of
if p1·ohibition were imposed. They objected also ore that protru.ded from a wall of the shaft. In
o State contl·ol chiefly on the ground of expense one hand he held a lantern. Suddenly his foot
slipped and he lost his balance, plunging downand risk involved.
ward through the shaft, which is a short distance
from Peekskill, N. Y.
WHY CANNOT ANIMALS TALK?
Pr<;ifessor Sc.hmitt was sixty years old and unT he answer to this question depends on what married. He was educated at Breslau and Griefs·s really meant. We know that many animals wald, Germany, and came to America t hirty
an express something of what they feel t o each years ago. Before j oini ng the facu lty of the
other and to us. T he different cries of a baby H ackley School he taught at the West Newton
are a k ind of talk ; so are t he differences in lhe School in Massachusetts. H e had been a member
sounds a dog makes.
of t he H ackley fac ulty twent y yea rs.
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BORN AP UPER
-OR-

FIGHTING HIS WAY UP
By DICK ELLISON
(A Serial Story)
CHAPTER XII.-( Continued)
Straddling the chimney, and hauling up 'Yith
t.. slow and sure pull on the ~pe th~t was brm~
~ng the girl to fr eedom, Dan wa~ rntent. on his
job when he suddenly hea1·d a voice say m loud
tones:
"What's this mean?"
He looked towards the open scuttle, and saw a
man just in the act of coming through the opening. Even as he looked that way the man leaped
bodily from the top of the ladder to the roof
and started towards him.
There was no time to try explanations, even
if they would have have had any value, an~ Dan
did the only thing indicated under the circumstances. He knew that he hag only lifted Mary
a few feet from the bottom of the chimney, and
that the distance she would fall would not injure her, so he let go of the .rope, made a flying leap from the top of the chmmey, and rushed
to meet the man.
The ravs of the moon shone full on the man's
face, ancf Dan at once recognized him.
It was the man who had spoken to him about
the scar on his temple.
The recognition only added to Dan's desire to
try conclusions with the fellow, for the boy felt
sure that he was at the bottom of the scheme
that had lured him into the old house downtown,
and rage swelled up in the lad's heart as he realized that this was the rascal who had abducted
Mary Flint.
The man was strongly built, and evidently expected to ea sily overcome his youthful foe, but
Dan was not only a strong boy, but at the present time he was in a rage that seemed to double
his strength, and when he closed with the man
he gave him a dexterous twist that at once threw
him off his feet.
However, he clung to Dan \yith tenacious grip,
and brought down the boy with him when h e fell.
Then he tried to get hold of the lad by the throat,
but Dan kept out of his way and eluded the
murderous clutch.
Over and over on the flat roof they rolled, the
man's weight about evening up matters with
Dan's agility and skill as a wrestler. One moment one would be on top, and then, in an instant, the positions ·would be reversed.
They rolled perilou sly near the edge of the
roof, and for one brief instant it looked as though
they would both go over to their death. Then
they rolled away again, and the change of movement was favorable to the man, for with a great
effort he man3ged to get his right hand on the
throat of the boy, and he at once shut down hard.

a

CHAPTER XIll.-Dan Overcomes His Opponent.
No Rope to Haul Up With. Craps Has an ILlea.
The instant that Dan Durand felt that murderous clutch on his throat, he put in execution o;>,<:
of the various tricks that he had learned at the
school where he had paid for instruction in boxipg· and wrestling.
He suddenly relaxed the muscles of his body
from head to foot, and then, with one combined
and concentrated effort, that brought all his
muscles into action, he "bridged," as the act of
making an arch from the back of the head to the
heels is termed, and the sudden upheaval of his
body tore the hand of his foe from its slender hold
on the boy's throat and sent the man flying over
the lad's head.
The man went up about three feet in the air
from the force with which the boy had dislodged
him, and he had scarcely fallen to the roof again.
before the bootblack was upon him.
The fellow was somewhat dazed by his fall,
and before he coul<l recover his senses D:m had
seized him by the hair of the head, lifted an<l
dashed it down forcibly, and after the head hml
come in i:ontact three times with the ha1·d tin
covering of the roof the man ceased to struggle.
Panting with his exertions, the boy stoncl up
and took in a few deep breaths to reinfiatc his
lungs, for the fili!'ht with this heavy man had been
a severe tax on his energies, and then he looked
down upon his foe to assure himself that the 1·ascal was really insensible and not shamming. The
whiteness of the man's face, however, as it lay
upturned to the moon, was enough to inform the
lad that his victory was complete, and that he
need have no fear of trouble from that s:rnrce
for the present.
Dan's first impulse was to run back to the chimney from which he had leaped to meet his foe,
and he had taken a step in that direction when it
flashed over his mind that the man might come
back to consciousness while his back was turned,
and not only renew the contest, but might
q1re assistance from the rooms below, so he turned
at once and looked around for means to bind the
m~m he had defeated.
Two short pieces of rope lay near at hand,
and these Dan at once used to tie his enemy up,
turning- the fellow over on his back and first
binding his wrists firmly together behind his
back.
Then he tied the man's ankles together with
the other piece of r ope, and as he was doing so
the ra Fcal uttered a groan.
"It's a good thing that I stopped to tie him,"
uttered the boy, "fo r he will soon come back to
life, and I don't want any more delay."
With a last look at hi s knots to assure himself
that they would hold, the boy ran back to the
chimney and called down:
.
"Craps?"
"Yes, Dan," was the instant reply from below.
"What's happened?"
"I ·was attacked, and had to jump down. I had
no time to secure the rope, and was forced t•J drop
it. I'll hunt up another piece and lower it down
to you in a moment."
(To be continued)
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THE NE\tVS iN SHORT ARTICLES.
TURKEY HUNT IN MIDOCEAN
A turkey hunt in midocean last Tuesday aboard
the Scandinavian -American liner United States,
in November 21 from Copenh'.lgen, provided a lot
of fun for more than an hour for the 820 passengers in three classes. There wern originally
se\·enty-five birds, all intended for a Thanksgh,;ng feast aboard the liner, and it is su spected
that some mischievous Danish boys gave them
their liberty. All but three of the birds were
restored to their crates. Two big gobblers were
drown ed near the ship, and another flew toward
a vessel several miles off, but fell short of the
goal by n ship's length and spent Thanksgiving
with Skipper Davy Jones.
SAILOR DROWNS IN OIL
Almost exhausted by twenty-four hours' continuous work at the pumps, the crew of the
Standard Oil ship De Soto, refused to desist
when the vessel locked at Bayonne the other
night until they had recovered the body of one
of their number.
Severin !-fansen, forty-five of Newark, who had
been a member of the crew for the past four
years, was drowned when he fell into one of the
tanks of oil the other night. The crew, working
in relays, began to pump the oil from the tank.
They expected to empty it in the hope to recover
Hansen's body.
PRUNE HOOTCH IN SING SING
Roy Hill, sergeant of the guard- of Sing Sing,
has been delegated, it was learned to keep close
tabs on prunes used in the prison so the prisoners cannot make liquor of them. Hill is virtually the "Prohibition enforcement agent" of
he prison.
Warc!en Lawes has taken this precaution because a couple of quarts of prune juice were
found hidden away and fermenting near the
kitchen. Attendants suspected prisoners were
making spirituous beverage and confiscated the
juice. The hootch makers did not get a chance
to quench their thirst.
Prunes are se1·ved on an averag·e of twice a
week and between 8,000 and 10,000 are used for
one meal.

burned a hole in his pocket; he lacked the spending itch.
Finally, we hs.d a difference of opinion and
Andy went. And his roll went-into the Plll'chase of a team of horses and a secondhand truck.
He came for our trucking business and got it.
He asked for the trucking business of other
firms in the neighborhood and got it. Soon he
needed another truck-and he got that. Soon
some of Andy's customers, including ourselves,
put in their own motorized service. Andy motorized his service to take care of the overflow and
of the new customers who kept coming to him.
To-day he has five motor trucks and he still
has his roll. America is still the land of opportunity to the man who will work and save. The
simplest, safest, and easiest method of saving is
through the purchase of Government savings securities. You do not need to have asbestos pockets if yon put a part of what you earn into War
Savings Stamps· each week. When opportunity
knocks, you will lrnve the golden k 0 y which will
open the door to a bigger and brighter future.
"THE WAY TO BECOME A MOVING PICTURE ACTRESS" is in "Moving Picture Stories;'
No. 326. Get a copy. Price 7 cents; po~ta1<e free.
HARRY E. WOLFF, 166 W. 23rd St., N. Y.

"MYSTERY MAGAZINE"
SEMI-MONT HLY

10 CENTS A COPY

L ,\TEST ISSUES
62 THE YE~VE'i' TOL'CII, hy .Julian Darrow.
G3 Till·: CL[ E 01•' 'i'lfr] in:v LA:.11'. by Cha!"lcs Fulton Our•l er.
G4 Tirn 8Cirni\m OF SOLOi\10:'-l SNATIE, by William
Hamllton O•IJorne.
65 Ql"ICKr,m 'l'HAN '£TIE EYE. by Ralph Cummins.
66 THI~ CLUE IN TUE DARK ROOi.1, l.Jy Hamilton
·
Craigie.
67 THE TO~GUE OF OSIRIS, by llfarc Edmund .Jones.
68 DETECTIVE WADE'S llIG CASE, by Ethe: RoBernon.
6!l '.l'IIE SPIRIT BI•: LL, by Charles l?uJton Oursler.
70 'fl-IE nocsg BEIIIND 'i'HE WALL, by .Julian
Darrow.
71 THE ADi\IIRAL'S SPOONS; by William Hamilton
Osborne.
72 THE CA.NI 'E CLUE, by Thos . .J. Lally.
The Famous Detective Story Out To-Day In No. 73 18

THE PSYCHIC ENEMY
ANDY KEPT HIS ROLL
Opportunity knocks at some time at every
man's door, but frequently a golden key is needed, says Work. And to the man who has spent
all he has received, who lacks the golden key,
the door won't open. So opportunity knocks in
vain and goes elsewhere. Th~re is a tide in the
affairs of n:cn which tak'?n at the flood-Som&. yea1·s ago we had a shipping c!erk named
Andy. He did not get very much money in the
pay envelope that came to him on Friday ni~ht.
But unlike some of those who received much more
Andy hung on to part of his. His roll never

By ARTHUR WILLIAM ANDREEN
FRANJ{ TOUSEY, Pub., 168 W. 23d St., N. Y.

"l'dOVING PICTURE STORIES"
A n•ccl<ly Magazlne l>evoted to Photoplays anti I>Jayers

PRICE SEVEN CENTS PER COPY
Ench numher contains Four Stories or the BP.st Films
on the Rcreens-Elegn nt Ilnlf-tone Scenes trom the
Plays-Intcre•t ing Articles About Prominent People in
tlle Jl'ilms-Doiup;:> or Actors and Actresses in the
Studios uncl Lessons in Scenario 'Vrit!ng.
llAliRY E. WOLFl', Pub ., !06 W. 23<1 St., N. Y.
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sample of the numerous consecutive weeks, it will
not seem so very surprising that I was quite willing to take a hand in the racket in question.
'fhe old house at the crossroads in which Old
Dave Johnson had lived for years in absolute seBy John Sherman
clusion was a low, one-story house, with tw9.
a long porch extending from
in front and
rooms
1
rear.
the
'· ~ . . '. ,, Itich, I've struck it!"
It was in one of the front rooms that the cof"Struck what, Ed?" I asked, hauling in my line
fin containing the mortal remains of the defunct
and putting a fresh bait on my hook.
miser had been placed, resting upon two stools,
"Why, a racket, to be sure!"
and the pall thrown over the gloomy-looking box
"A racket! ·well, fire away. What is it?"
swept to the floor.
"You know old Da,·e Johnson?"
At the appointed time, Ed and I were standing
"The old miser down at the crossroads?"
in a clump of shrubbery beneath the window of
"The very same."
"Yes, but what of him? What has he to do the old house, through which a feeble light shone.
As we cautiously peeped in through the open
with the racket?"
"Strictly speaking, nothingf· indirectly, consid- window, the trio of watchers were sitting comerable. You see, the old fel ow turned his ties fortably around a small table at the further end
of the room, engaged in a game of cards, a jug
up--"
"What! You don't mean to say Old Dave of whisky sitting upon the floor beside them,
with the requisite number of glasses resting upon
is dead?"
"I should rather say the old chap has passed a stool, and, as we had imagined would be th
in his last check. But to go on with the racket case, the three inebriates were in a state ,of semiI was about to propose. As I was saying, the old intoxication.
"I say, frinds," said O'Leary, between inter.::
fellow keeled toes up this afte1:noon and was laid
out by the neighbors, and all the preparations llupted puffs at a strong clay pipe, and he
necessary to his burial attended to; and tonight straightened himself back in his seat, and thrust
he will calmly repose in his coffin instead of, as his thumbs deep into the armholes of his vestformerly, upon a mattress of straw. Now, Fritz "I say, frinds, did it iver occur to yees that the
Klein Pat O'Leary and Old Pete-O'Leary's nig- -hic-sperrit av the defunct iver hovers about
ger-bave been engaged to watch with the corpse, the mortal body? Has it. occurred to yees this
and it has occurred to me that it will afl'ord us evenin', while yees have been sittin' here in the
more sport to give them a good scare than we solemn prisince av the-hie-did, that the sperrit
have known since our arrival in S--. My plan av Old Dave Johnson, reposin' there in his cofis that we provide ourselves w_ith a sheet, a;iid fin, so white an' silent, ma", at this very moment,
go down to the crossroads a little before mid- be hoverin' about the room?"
"Oh, Lor'!" gasped Peter, rolling his eyes heavnight and throwing the sheet over one of us,
ward, and glancing over toward the pall-covered
ste~l into the house.
"I will act in the role of ghost, and while I Rta- coffin.
"By goodness, no!" exploded Klein, in hushed
tion myself beside the coffin to personate Old
DavP.'s spook, you can secrete yourself under it. accents, also casting a furtive glance that way.
"Now, yees naden't go to getting frightening,
and watch the. fun go on.
"O 'Leary Will be sure to take along a generous - me frinds; for, though it has been said that the
supply of the '~uld craythure,' and as our other sperrit iver hovers about the defunct body, it's
two friends, Fntz and Old Pete, ::.re not at all mesilf that niver belaved a word av it to Mt
bashful about taking- a 'drop' now and then, by thrue. But be that as it may, should the ghost
twelve o'clock they'll be gloriously drunk. What av the did ould sinner slapin' there in his coffin
appear to me this blissed noight, divil a bit would
do you say, old boy?"
I was about assenting, only two willing to it frighten me. I'd ax him would he have a drap
take an active part in any racket that promised av the crathure, an' it's himself that would niver
ever so little fun, so that the continued monotony rafuse, at all, at all!"
Glancing at h~s two companions from under his
of the every-day life to which I had been subjected sincemy arrival ·in S-- was broken i!.l eyebrows, to note the effect of his words upon
upon by one ray of sunshine, when a slight rustle them, an intensely guttural "Ha, ha, ha!" esin the shrubbery behind us caused us to glance caped him, and with an ostentatious twirl with his
thumb, O'Leary dealt the cards.
over our shoulders.
A moment later the game held the trio in the
"What was it?" I asked.
"The wind moving the underbrush, '1 guess," embrace of the pleasur.able excitement it afsaid Ed; and rising from our mossy seats, we at forded them, for the time drivin_g all. thoughts
once proceeded to wind up our lines, preparatory of dead men and spooks from their whisky muddied brains.
to leaving for home.
"Now's our time, Rich!" whispered Ed.
For three consecutive hours we had been sitStealthily Ed drew himsel~ through the window
ting there upon the mossy bank of that picturesque rivulet, which, aside from its pict~resque- into tl~e room, and, wrapped m ~he sh~et, crouched
ness, had no other attractions, being quite free down m the shadow of the coffin, while I, followof any of the finny species, a fact I had proven ing close at his heels, secreted myself beneath the
-'
.
by assiduous application in the angler's art, but somber folds of the pall. .
Suddenly the musty old _tm_ie-piece on the manwithout once having elicited so much as the
slightest nibble from any aquatic life that may tel began a doleful wh1rrmg, preparatory to
have inhabited the limpid waters, and this a fair striking twelve.
THE SCARER
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The players spra ~; to their feet.
"Ho, ho, ho !" laughed O'Leary, .a low, rumbling
laugh. "Ho, ho, ho! It's only the clock, to be
sure!"
With measured distinctnes s the midnight hour
was struck.
A deeply sepulchral groan issued from Ed's
throat.
Again the trio arose with anything but dignified alacrity to their feet.
"Bress de Lor'!" moaned Pete, from between
his chattering t eeth, rolling his white orbs heav·
enward.
"Vot vos dot?" interrogate d Fritz, in a semiwhisper.
"I don't know. Sure, it's mesilf thet's entoirely
in the dark," replied O'Leary, casting furtive
glances about.
Again that groan, so terribly suggestive of
tombs, of dead men's bones, and spooks, and of
anything horrible appertainin g to the supernatural, and gradually Ed rose to his feet.
"Howly Virgin!" gasped O'Leary, staring upon
the supposed ghost of the defunct miser with
mouth agape, nostrils expanded, and with eyes
starting from their sockets.
"Donner und blitzen! id iss a khost!" ejaculated
Fritz.
"May de good Lor' sabe dis yere nig !" groaned
Pete, steadying him self upon his pins by leaning
heavily upon the table, the while rolling his eyes.
in a most ludicrous manner, and the kinks actually came out of his wool, leaving it standing out
from his head, and the shiny black of his ebony
face gradually faded to a sickly, grayish hue.
A third groan, and Ed slowly extended his
sheet-dr.ap ed hand toward the frightened trio.
\Vith a howl of mortal terror O'Leary disappeared through the door, closely followed by the
Dutchman.
But Pet.e, poor fellow, too thoroughly frighten~d
to run, still clung to the table for support, his
eyes rolling, his teeth chattering, and his knees
striking together as though suddenly stricken
with a violent fit of ague.
Slowly Ed glided across the floor, and r esting
his hands upon the table, stood glaring the halffrightened- to-death darky full in the face.
"O good Massa Ghost, do go 'way. Fo' de g ood
Lor's sake lef dis yere nigger 'lone !" pleaded P ete,
in a. voice tremulous with the agony of extreme
terror.
Ed had the while been leaning further over the
table, until by the time the last word fell from
Pete's quivering lips their faces were brought
almost in contact.
"Ba-a-a-ah !" blared Ed, in thundering accents.
The effect was like magic.
With a bound quick as lightning, Pete turned a
complete back-somer sault, landing upon his feet
near one of the rear windows, a feat that would
have done credit to the most expert acrobat, one
last glance at the terrible object in white; a stunning crash of window-gla ss, and he had disappeared through the window, taking sash and all
as he went.
A splash closely following his unceremon ious
exit told u s as plainly as words could have done
that he had struck a landing-a hogshead of stagnant water settled down ir: the ground beneath
the window.
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"Ha, ha, ha !" roared E d, t hrowing aside t he
sheet.
"But, Ed," I asked, when at length I could artinculate a word, "haven't we got ourselves in a
scrape? Who's going to watch with the dead?"
Ed looked 'Perplexed.
"I never thought of that!"
I laughed.
"Never mind," I said, seating myself comfortably back in an easy-chair. "Have a cigar."
Scarcely had we seated ourselves, with our
minds fully made up to pass the remainder of
the night with the deceased, and were enjoying
our cigars, when a slight movement in the direction of the coffin caused us to glance that way.
To our 11orror and utter dismay, the coffin lid
was being gradually raised.
"Great Jove!" I gasped, springing to my feet.
By this time the lid had been thrown back, and
the face of the dead rose slowly before our horrified vision, a face so dreadful in its awful
ghastliness that for a moment we stood as though
frozen to t h e spot.
"Go! leave me to myself, sacrilegiou s wretches!
How have you dared to conduct yourself thus in
the presence of the dead!"
The voice was undoubtedl y the voice of the
de.-1d, so terribly intense was it in its deeply
sepulchral tones, and the long, bony, index finger
pointed to the door.
It was only a moment we stood inert in the
awful presence of the suddenly animated corpse,
for the next instant the dead awful thing began
to lift itself from the coffin, still wrapped in its
winding sheet, a s though intent upon ejecting us
by force.
With one desperate effort we roused ourselves
to a full realization of our appalling situation,
and, bounding to the door, rushed forth and away
in the Stygian darkness of the night.
"Where is father, Bert?" a sked Ed of his
younger brother, when we had gained his home
still white and trembling from our recent fright'.
A suppressed smile wreathed Bert's face.
"He's watching with the body of Mr. David
Johnson, I suppose, since you have returned, and
I guess sis'll be ma d though, when she finds pa's
used all her pearl to paint his face to-night."
We began to smell a rat.
Ed! I knew, was but a chip of the old block,
and it occurred to me that his father had overheard us laying our plans; but it was he whom
the rustle o.f t he bushes had nearly betrayed to
us as we were about leaving th z bank of the
stream on the preceding afternoon, and had
turned t he game we had so successfull y played
on O'Leary, Klein and P et e wit h a s great success
upon ourselves, being enabled to do ><o from the
~act that 9ld Dave's body had not been pl.aced
m the coffm a s we and even our trio of fr iends
had believed, but had been laid out in the at: joining room; a nd my sunn ises were afterwar ds vexified.
In the Siamese waters there are fou nrl fish
which seem to be born t o fight , for they certainly
lose no opportunity to get into a "£crap." The
natives t rain them for this purpose a s cocks are
L·ained in !'Orne other countr ies. Gambling or
results is a favorite po.stime.

r
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l\l out>y Onfrr, CiJN:k oi· HPgistcre d L<'t tt·r: remittun<.:es iu
ll DY otl1er wuy are at your rlsk. We accept Poslai:e
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Coi11 in u ~t-µarate piece of pe.pcr to a ioid cuttin4' tl1e
en velope. Write your name sud address plainly. AJ·
\; rt·s:; .~tters to

now

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publish&
iov v.,est 23d St., New York

ITEMS OF INTEREST
TO HELP EMPLOYEES SA VE
To a;:;sist its 33,231 empbyees acquire the saving habit, the Western Electi·ic Company has announced a plan under which emplo} ees may have
a designated amount taken from thefr wages
each week or month and deposited in a bank of
tli-ir choosing by the company.
Employees rn~:y st2.rt or cancel the arrangement at any time. They may increase or reduce the amount. The b:inking accounts will at
a.11 times be rtrictly within the employees per:;on:tl control.
WRIGGLES HIMSELF AFIRE
Pedro Sacherelli, a boy in the eighth grade in
the Little Falls, N. Y., high school, was sitting
at his desk, wriggling as boys do. Another boy,
:;itti1•g near him, s2.w a column of smoke asccnd.ng along Pedro's backbone, and circling toward
the C('il:ng. A quick look revealed the fact that
matches in PeJro's pocket had been rubbed violently enough to set them on fire.
Other pupils and the teacher jumped to the
re~cue, and Pedro's sweater was jerked off, the
fire beat out :md the small boy returned to his
seat. A considerable hole was burned through
Pedro's clothes, and he was not hurt, though
Lhc fil·e extinguishers shook him up consider11.bly.
SUPPLIES THE WORLD WITH COCAINE
The most profitable agricultural product of Bolivia is the coca plant, from which the anesthetic cocaine is derived. The world depends
mainly for its supplies of coca leaves from that
South American country.
The Bolivian natives commonly chew it for
its narcotic effect. It enables the Indian burden
bearer to go without food for a long time, and to
work long stretches without rest. Unfortunately, its continued use is injurious to the nervous
system, and is supposed to have much to do with
the degeneration of the native race of the Bolivian
plateau.
The coca plant is a shrub three or four feet
high. Its leaves are of an oval shape and light
green. The shrub is grown on terraces, built
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up on the. hillsides. These terraces are about
ten inches wide, and are protected by ramparts
of earth faced with stones or cement. The ter:i;acing prevents the heavy rains from washing
the whole plantation down the mountainside, and
also holds the moisture about the roots of the
plants.
Young shoots are grown under a cover of dried
banana leaves, and when sufficiently advanced
are transplanted to th e terraces. The plants beAfter the
gin ·bearing when two years old.
leaves are picked they are dried in the sun on a
floor made of slabs of slate. They are then
pressed into bales weighing 50 pounds each and
wrapped in banana leaves and burlap to p1'.otect
them against weather and rough handling and
n La Paz' they
carried to La Paz by mules.
are at present worth 47 cents gold per pound.
Bolivia manufactures no cocaine. The leaves
are exported to other countries for the extraction of that active principle.

LAUGHS
From a notice in a Cornish church: "The
preacher for next Sunday will be found hanging
in the church porch on Saturday."
~riggs-Funny how much easier you can rile a
thm p erson than a fat one. Briggs-Not at all.
It takes a fat person longer to get mad clear
through.

Harry's mother too.k him to a dentist one day
to have several of lus teeth extracted. "Never
mind, my boy," said the' dentist, "they will soon
grow in a&"ain." "W-will they g-grow in a-again
"Qefore d-dmner?" sobbed the lit tle fellow.
Critic (~s the composer plays his last piece)Very fine, mdeed. But what is that passage which
makes the cold chills run down the back?" Com- .Y...
poser-That is where the wanderer has the hotel
bill brought to him.
" I cannot understand," wrote the colleg·e boy
"why you call yourself a kind father. For thre~
weeks I've had no check from you. Pray, what
sort of kindness do you call that?" And the father wrote back: "Unremitting kindness."
Struggling Minister-There was a stranger in
church to-day. Wife-What did he look like? "I
did not see him." "Then how do you know there
was a stranger among the congregation?" "I
found a good qua1'tcr in the contribution box."
Miss Uptodate at last found an une.ngaged afternoon and went to the ball game. She entered
the grand stand with her escort in a leisurely way
and, after looking about her, glanced at the players in practice. "Why, what dreadful creatures!"
she exclaimed. "They are wearing exactly the
same cut of uniform as last year when I was
here."
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
T O MA KE ·A H OLE IN GLASS
T o make a hole in gfass make a circte of clay or
cement rather larger than the intended hole;
p our some kerosene into the cup thus formed,
ignite it, place the plate upon a moderately hard
support, and with a stick rather smaller than the
hole required and a hammer strike a rather
sharp blow. This will leave a rough::.edged hole,
which may be smoot hed with a file. Cold water
is said to answer even better than a blow.
/

HARVEST OF SUNFLOWERS
Millions of sunflowers fe ll before the knives of
the mowers this fall in the most gorgeous crop
ever harvested in Wes tern Canada.
Immense areas were planted to this new silage
product. Fields of twenty and fifty acres were
common, and fifty acres of sunflowers, closely
ranked, standing twelve and fifteen feet high,
'vere spectacular beauty spots in a prairie land·s ape.
Cutting these flowering minature forests might
seem a difficult task, but the rapidly shuttling
sawtoothed knives of mowing machines brought
them tumbling to earth in golden windrows.

STRAWBERRIES WEIGH 2 3-4 OZ. IN
ALBERTA
R. A. McCluskey of Calgary, Alberta, stoopea
and fussed among the p lants of his strawbeny
bed. He came up with a monster strawberry
that could not have been forced into an ordinary
goblet. For a rapt moment he regarded its red
and luscious beauty. Then he ate it, a bite at a
time, as he would an apple.
"When I was in the Yukon in 1911," said Mr.
McCluskey, "I found the hills covered with wild
strawberries. I marvelled at plants that could
live through Yukon winters and produce fru it so
prolifically alld of such delicious flavor. I resented the fate that doomed these wonderful berries to waste their sweetness in an Arctic wilderness and crossed them with domestic varieties
in my garden. The result has been a hybrid that
is, remarkably hardy and prolific and produces
berries of a rich and piquant flavor that frequently weigh two and three-quarter ounces."
The wild strawberry that Mr. McClu.skey domesticated has become widely disseminated
throughout southern Alberta and has added to
the fame of the region as a producer of small
fruit. It was this type of berry that the Prince
of Wales on his visit to Calgary pronounced the
finest he ever had tasted. Mr. McCluskey picked
607 boxes of strawberries from a patch 25 by
120 feet this season. The price at which th()
berries sold was at the rate of $2,000 an acre.

FASTS LONG TIME
After a hunger strike of twenty-two days, designed to force his daughter, a school teache1·, to
profess religion, the Rev. Joel 'Voolbridge, minister at Dermark, Kentucky. has broken his fast.
The daughter, Della, refused to profess religion
on the ground that she will not "espouse an)' $4000 SILVER L OOT DUG UP FROM CAVE
cause she does not believe in."
"Go to - - ' s cottage, midway between Jamaica
In the closing days of the fast Woolbrjdge be- and Flushing. Walk 400 feet straight from the
the
into
brought
came so weak he had a cot
rear of the house. Then dig.".
church where he was conducting a revival and
These instructions were received from an
pillows.
with
preached his sermons propped up
anonymous source, in a mysterious m'lnner by
Jl)ss 'Voolbridge left town to escape notoriety.
Detective Eugene Fallon and James l(ierman,
\V oolbridge said he received a message from of the Flushing police the othe1· clay.
Christ to break his fast. He seems to be sufferThe police officers were perplexed when they
ing no ill effects.
received the note, but they set out to follow the
directiom. After diligent effort they located the
hoi..se. No one responded to their knocks.
IS A STONE ALIVE?
They measured off the 400 feet from the rear
The answer to this tremendous question demet their eye.
pends on what we mean hy alive. Animals and of the house. At first nothing
"I guess it's a joke," one decided, but the other
plants do certa.in things which no stone::; or rocks
do. Stones take curious and regular form s, as in noticed a section of earth which appeared to have
crystals and in the columns of the Giant's Cause- been recently dug up. The detectives got down
way in Ireland. Crystals grow, and sometimes on their knees and conm)enced to burrow with
it looks as if little crystals grew from them; but their handii. After several minutes they uncovthey do not breathe, and they have not certain ered a wooden door, which they lifted. It proved
other powers which even the simplest and hum· to be the roof of a neatly constructed cave, six
blest of living things possess. So we rnu~t sny feet deep.
Fallon jumped into the hole, and under another
that, In the strictest sense of the wonl, stones
pile of earth uncovered an over coat. He picked· it
re not alive.
But that is very far indeed from being the up, and out came a great pile of silvcn-; ure.
The detectives lugged thei1· find lJ:i.ck to the
whole answer to the question. It is a proved
fact that the substances of which stones are Flushing polic0 st:•tion. There the ccat :::nc! the
made can help to build up the bodies of living silverware were identified as part of the loot
taken frcm the residence of Craig Colg.'lte, a
creature~. and these bodi<'s can Le broken down
into simpler chemicals and ma<le into stones. This banker, whose home at No. 11 Fr:mklin place,
seemi:: Yery cm·ious, but it is truc.--Dook of Flushing, \\a~ robbed re~ent!y. The prnperty was
valued at ~'1,000.
kno\rledge.
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THE MAN WHO SAVES
He erects a bulwark against sickness or adve1·:ity.
He builds a bridge to the better job.
He takes in h:md a tool to gr.usp opportunity.
He sets up ::i. ladder to climb in the world .
He gains control over money and thingi:;.
He trains himself for growing responsibility.
-The Gc11<:.Je-.,·oman.
:\'!ANY RATS KILLED
:'.'.fore than 6,000 rats have been killed in Corpus
Cristi, Tex., to date , at an average cost of 5 cents
per rat, Boy Scout headquarters, conducting· the
:"mpa.ign. <!gainst the rodents, ann1ounced ~ere.
Ex.:;immat1on of the rats failed to s,1ow a smgle
symptom of bubonic plague, it was said .
SUMATRA PROTECTS TIGERS
Tigers are protected in Sumatra, the reason
being that one cf the important industries of
that country is the cultivation of an African
palm. This palm was introduced several years
ago, and the wild hogs so enjoyed its easily obtained fruits and so thrived on them that they
increased and multiplied rapidly until they became a perfect pe,;t. Now wild hogs are the favorite diet for Sumatran tigers, therefore the protection. But it looks like a dangernus experiment.
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MIDSHIPMEN. "DRUNK," NOW FACE
DISMISSAL
Runnin,,. afcul of the Naval Academy l"eg·ulations on 'intoxicants, two or more midship"n :en
face possible dismissal from the naval service.
Recommendations in a number of cases of ~tu
dents who have been imbibing ?-re now before .the
Navy Department for finai act10n. Hear Act;inral
A. H. Searles, Superintendent of the acaaemy,
would not reveal the names.
Several of the students, it is said, have been
allowed to resign in the l ast few days, but cases
now pending before the department for ;final. review are said to result from flagrant v1olations
.
.
of reguhtions.
I<eport has it that at least two m1dsh1pmen
were apprehended on the streets in such an intoxicated condition that it became necessary to
remove them to their quarters on the Government reservation.
Naval Academy authorities admit that at le~st
two midshipmen have been recommended for dismissal.
DOGS, CATS AND RATS ARE SCARCE IN
BERLIN
One reason why for a long time it has not been
safe to trust a dog out alone in Berlin has been
disclosed in a police court proceeding in which a
man named Peters was sent to jail for eighteen
months for dog-stealing. It appeared by the evidence that his thefts had run from twenty to
thirty dog:s a clay for months, and that most of
his booty had been sold to provision dealers.

ARTICLES

It is believed that dog-stealing has been fairly \.
profitable to enany persons, fo1· dogs have disap·
peared rapidly from every part of the city. In
times of extreme food scarcity during the wa1
owners took care to keep their dogs on their own
premises, knowing the risks of letting them run
free.
They have not been so careful this year, an..d
losses have piled up until the police were shamed
into activity to run down the thieves.
Yet the arrest of Peters is the only one so far
reported, and the disClosure at his trial that
"hot dog" has lite;:ally defined some of the butchers' stocks probably will discourage the nauseat·
ing industry.
Berliners recall with mixed feelings that districts of the city which were overrun with cats
in former times are now nearly bare of them;
nor are rats so plentiful as might be expected in
·
the circumstances.

BEATING SLOT MACHINES
''You would be surprised," said the telephone
man, "to see the amount and variety of junk
sorted from the nickel-in-the-slot machine telephones in New York city every month.
"Last month we had two small barrels of assorted coins, slugs and other things. There are
various foreign coins, such as German 2 1-2 pfennig pieces. 'l'hey may be about the size of a
nickel, but they are of considerable less value.
On the other hand, an occasional gold coin glistens forth from the dingy pile of iron and copper.
When one of these comes along it helps to make
up the deficiency, but in the long run of course we
lose.
"Probably you know," continued the telenhone
man, "that some rural districts are equipped
with what are known a s farmer lines, that is a
local service. Farmers are not noted for tht::
great amount of ready cash they carry about with
them; furthermore, it is inconvenient for persons
in isolated districts to be always supplied with
change. So arrangement is made with some local
merchant who acts as a banker. He sells the
'farmer slugs which are the size and shape of a
five-cent piece. Now it must be that a lot of men
are drifting in from the towns every day and
fetching along pocketfuls of these iron slugs, for
we are constantly finding them. ·
"There is another interesting phase about this
petty form of dishonesty. Of course you know
that New York is a gum-chewing town and probably the habit has its mental effect, especially on
the young. It isn't at all likely that a boy could
chew gum all the way from the Bronx to the
Battery every day and even up to lunch time
without thinking after a while of something else
to do with the gum. We sometimes find two
pennies stuck together with chewing-gum and
sometimes a wad of gum sandwiched between two
pieces of tin. Then, of course, all the nickels in
New York that have holes in them and those that
have been chipped eventually find their way into
pay station phones."

HOW TO MAKE LOVE'

COLLEGE
OWNS FORREST
Berea College,
at the foot of the
Cumberland
in
Mountains,
, Kentucky, has the
distincunique
tion of owning
two mountains,
4,000 acres of
forest, its o w n
sawmill, but never cutting a
sound tree, writes
Marie Dickore in
AmeriC(ln
t he
Forestry Magazine. This wood
is u sed for the
college, for power, for heat and
in the many cozy
fireplaces in the
and
dormitories
in the great open
L. fireplace w h i c h
delights e v e r y
who
traveler
stops at Boone
Tavern.
The sawmill, as
well as the 4,000
acres of forest
reserve, provides
not only ample
practical experience for the students, bnt also
actual labor for
th o s e students
who work for
educ:ition.
their
The sawmill is
operated by
steam, and, like
\ very other industry at Berea
College, is run by
wh o
students,
w o r k at least
two consecutive
hours per day under the supervision of a superintendent of laturn
bor, who
is i·esponsible to
the D ean of Labor.
at
Students
Berea in-e given
th e opportunity
to earn their expenses, and they
m ~ v select the
work, which is
paid for ".lt the
regular rates according to t h e
studePt's ability
and efficiency.

in

U NIVERSAL

Rheumatism
A Remarkable Home Treatment
Given lty One Who Had It

Yon\VanttoEarn BigMoney!

In the .Sorin,; of 1893 I was attacked by MuscuI sufl'cred as
lar anJ Sub-acute R i1ewnatism.
on ly those who have it lmow, for over three ;C'A.rs.
I trird remedy after remedy, and doctor A.fter
doctor. but i,ucr1 relilf llS I ret:etved wa~ only temporary. Finally, I found a treatm ent U1at cured me
completely, and it has never returned. ! have
i;ivon it to a number wh.o were terribly atnlcte<1
1md even bedridden with rh eumatism, some of
them 70 to SO years old, and results weru the
same as in my own ca.so.
I want every sufferer from such forms of rheumatic trouble to try this marve lous healing power.
Don't send R. cent; simply mail your namt> 1nul
address and I wiJI send it free to try. Aftrr you
have used It nnd it has proven ilsett to be that
Jong.Joo!ced-for means of gettlng rid of your rheumatism, you may send tho price of H. one clol1ar, but understand, I do not want your money
un les:;; you are perfectly su.ti:Jtletl to send it. Isn't
that fr.irf \Vhy suffer any longer whan re:Ief is
thus otrerccl you free. Don't dela.y. \Vrlto today.
M ar1t ll. Jackson. No. 803G, Dunton Il\d~..

And you wlll net ho s3.tisfled unless you earn steady

promotion. But are you prc1Jared for the job ahead
d you? Do you mt'asure up to tha staml.e.rd that
in'.;ures succrss? For a more responsiblo position a
fal!'IY good education is necttt;sary. 'Jo write a sensible business letter, to prepare est.tmates.. to figure
tost and to compute tnt.erC'st, you must ha.ve a cor·
tai n a:nount of pr('pAratlon. All this you must be
ab:e to do betoro you will earn promotion.

~~~~~te3~t~~ss n~ltou~~u~}1h;~ r:io

7 Inches lone-, real revolver •bl•.

\Vo CRn give you
a complete but 3lmplified high school courso in two
yenrs. giving you ell Uio c~sentia.ls that form t.he
foundation of practical business. It will prepare
you to hold your own where compe!.ition is l{een
a.nd exacUng. Do not. doubt your ability, tut make
up your mind to it and 1·ou will soon have tho ro·
oulrements that will brlnc you- success and Lig
money. YOU C.l..c'I DO IT.
Let us show you how to crt on th~ road to i::uccess.
It will not cost rou a single working hour. We aro
so sure of being able to holp Yll\l that we will
cheerfully return to you, a.t the end of ten JessoM,
E'very cent you sent us it you are not absolutely
satisfied. What fairer offer can we mak& you t
" rrlto today. It costa you nothing but a stamp.

?le havo a plan whereby you can.

"'l-

For pro..

tecdon and •Port, every mnn, woman and ba1
ebould have one. Order nt once. Got an AmoricaJl 4a&' FREE. llone7 refu.nded If doefred.
~~&.E".115 CO•• 1_402_BR~W~Y~K CITY

The Best Christmas
Present You C:ao Give!

American Sehool of Correspondence

$aaWeekt! f~e
11

1.3Iark.13.rauty

Er

Five year guarantee,
six months iilsuranco
on the wheel. Sporty
lines. Da.zzlicg finish. l!a.rvelous steel

.

nn Beautiful

construcUon.

\:;\:;Catala~ in Colors

Haverford Cycle Company. Dept. 5212, Phlla., Pa.

Chieago, U.S.A.

Dept. H.D. ·-884,

·--=~~hc,'cl;"c-:r:;:d;:,;:,-i

:ic~f:C1in Bt'h~ut~v~r~.0 ~e~=~~ 'l;:ll~;i;=:!""-"'119lllj

3-0ur model and we'll ship
at once. Pay a small deposit.
Direct> to
~hen $1 a week.
you at Fa.ct-Ory Price.

~~~~~ ~~~~

Can Ycu Qualify for a Better Position

Syracuse, N. Y.
Mr. Jacltson Is resJ)Onslble. Above statement true.

- -BLANJrcAilTDlDt ili
PISTOL P,:;:p":,1111 Oaly

;i:;;g

Bocauso big business refust:s to burden itself
are barred from promotion by tho
Iaclt of elementary educaUou.

\Vhy?

w!th men who

Dept. U . D·-88~. Chicai:o, !11.
I want job Cheeked - tell me how to get it.

I ...... Architect

0

3 ....• Buildin:$5d~,°.;>~~.Sl:.:oco
,000 to Sl0,000

j ......Automobile En~neer
I ...... Autornot~1~!~~~~:

'

$2,600 to $4,000

I ......Civil Enfd'008rto Sl6.ooo

I ......Stractm-al Engineer

...... Lawyer $5,000 to S15,0GO
...... M:eebanical Encfoeer

M.000 to $10,000

••••••Shot> Superintendent

e:l.000 to $7.000
....•. Emplc-yrnent Mana.gPr
M.000 to i10.ooo
...... St-ca:n Enij'inecr
s•. ooo to U,oco

...... Forc~a:i·s Cou:-se
•2 000-to e4,000
...... Buainea!4i!i:~;;o.ooo ...... Photo;>laX Writer

11::
certrnJ$7i>~!~
......coantant
,roo to $16.000
II .....
Accountant & Auditor
6

I

000

S-.000. tb $10,000
•
......Samtary Engineer

•.....Tefophon~ ~f~ei:rcoo
$2,600 to ~7 ,000
·
...... Draftsman & Des1gner ......Tclell't"apt2~~f~e~~OOO
$2,600 to ~6.000
000
2

I ......Electric~\ i1:~~':.!:·

Genar-&d~°c!~~~O,OOO
EllfE Rt!Ui fOR LADIES fHft II ....
In one yea;-

I Name........................

2

......High School Graduat8

In two yea.re
......Fire Insurance Expert
$3,C-00 to $10,000

w•••••H•• .. ••••• .. ••••••••••••••••• ..•••H•••••····..••

l.;'~..!;;;;;·~·~·~·;;;·;·;;;.;.·;;;·=-.J

/

Read T11ese Letters
From Happy Boys:
llh-

Die-,.,.,,....

I b&ve been very slow In oend-

~~ lf~vfo's~~::e i=~

.

~:r~· ~ol~~lf'~ ~

t ures clear Ju.et as you 8a.lfl it

would. I am very proud or It.
I thank you very moob for It
,.nd I aa gle.d to b&ve It. I
aa.ve an eutertalm:ocnt two

~l'r':o:ra':ni .s~1iJii.m~r"Tv~~
n. I.

cenu·al FaJIB,

Sold Hi. 1- $1tii.OO
and O,..,.,_, Anothor
Some time 111r• I ael one of
your MMllll... and I am very
mooh pl.-! Wltb It.
Alter

:,';!ik1~~'s1:'J'.~': r':':~g>.~

mlae. He i.... It ao<I entertalas
Illa !amlly ntchtly. I bAv e now
decided lo ~el auotbor Oil• of

t1.%it::~11a:'!i.. N. xfa~~llaol

ARaal
Moving
Piatul'tl

Show in
Your Own Home

NEW

ELECTRIC
MODEL

l'temember. this Is a Gennlne
ff•"...
Picture l\taelllne and th•
abarp ancl

UMtion piotune are clur.

.U.U..t..
Ta. MoYioa Picture Maohlne i.
fi~ly conatrwt.U,
aud ouefully put to•
getber IJy elrilled work ...n.
It la made
a ....i.. Met.I, 11.. a INautiful Selah, andof Is
operatN bv a ao.ly cemtruotted meoilaJ>iem, coll&iat·
m1 of on elsht w~l m=•••nt, eto. The prolectin~
ten1• are oarofally are
aM &cij,.ted, triple po111hed,
ot&Mlanl doubltt ut.n.
ter. t~rewlnir a ray of liBht
ma11y fttt. a1td eularirin& ta• 11icture on the 1oreen UI>
to three or four fee&. iD nrf!la.

It IS not a toy; It 13 a eelidlv oomttu~ted and durtlble
Ma-rinJ Pieturo Machine, The moohanism is ezceed·
inir1'7 ••mJDle .....S is rea4ily opented lty the most lno:t·
perienced. Tb•_ pictures abown by this marvel•11•
Movins Picture Maehine are net tlM cemmon, crude
nnd liltl""" Magi• L&a-n variety, but are life-like photoiir&i>b><' r •prodlMUane ef actual aeeneo, places aad people.
whlob ru:v•r tin its audiences. T!tls Moving Pioture Machine
bu a5\ua00 a rouaiMS eat1'ueium wherever it is uud..
·rhill Moving Pioture 114..illne which I waat to eend
you FREE, &IVY clear a•d llfa-lika Moving Picturu u are
o.b•w• at &ny regular MoYl•c Picture ehow. It flllshea
IJ)f)Ving pieturee 011 th• aheet bofare yeu. Thia Muliiae
....i n..:a of Film .... FltEE-alJoolutely fro• to enry bey In thi• la•d ""' W&lltll te write for
an Outllt. f"'9 to girls Hd free t• old1r pcoJle. Read MY ()l'FEa IJelew, wbiob abewe you
bow to set tbl.e Munl•llll Machlae.

Hew Yau Oan Bet This a,..at Mevlng Picture
Maoh!no-Rea tl My Wo,,.rlul Oflor lo y.,,
UE&• 18 what you are to do in omer to get

this amazin11; Moving Picture Machine &T1d the real
M<>rins Pictures; 8enJ your n11me and &drlrr,.s-tbat la all. Write name and add.- Yf!rY plainly.
Mail to-<l:>y. As eoon"" I rore1ve it I will mnil you 20 of the meot b1autifulJ'reai11m pktul'e8 you
ever •w-o.11 brilliant a nd ahimmerini; eoloro. These ploturea are printe in many oolon ed
a.monri; the tltle11 are auoh aubJeot8 as "Betsy R••• Jl!fakino tho Firat A""'*"7> FlaQ"-" WG8hi~ al
R-me,"-"JJattle of Lake En.•," etc. I want you to distribute these premium ictures on a apeoial
4~ -cont ol'fer amon11 tha people you know.
When you
ban distributed the 20 premiL•:n pictures on my liberal
offer you will baye oolleoted $&.00 . Send the
$li.OO tc me and I will immediately oond you ~...,..,......,,_"""'
Goool for MoYlng Picture Offer
FREE the l\fovin1r Pict ure M &ehine with com•
plete Outfit and the Bos of Film .
Simply cut out tbls I'rcc Coupan.

Free Coupon

51,001 of the1e mQCbl t1 H ha•e made
jlO,OUO boya ha1rpy, , Anawe r at ooce,
118..C:bo Otat lu your town to Cet ODO.

PLEASE
A. E. FLEMING, S e(· y
USE
4
t.1!!~_
!'!.!t.:":e!·~~?!·_ms.
~~·w
:':'~
COUPON
~.V•V4'mYY.Ytt~~.....V......,•w~

t

pin It to a eheet of papl"r. mall to ma

wllb your name and atldril35

writ.~

plaloly, and I will 11<nd you tha ~
Plctul'UI at oncn. Addn!Sl
A. E. FLEMING, Secy..

615 W. ~d St~ De11t. ll5, N, .!•

NEVER WEAR
RINGS NEAR
MACHINERY
Most p e op 1 e
w o u 1 d im\lgine
that the condemnation of harmful luxurie.s
w o u 1 d happel'l'
most frequently
in the office with
rich patients, but
s u r g e o n s attached to large
industries could
tell that neither
fines nor thought
of others seenis
able to eradicate
the love of finel'y,
says the New
Yor k
Medical
Journal.
Three
cases of finger or
h a n d crushing
h a v e happened
r ecently in laundries owing t"
rings being wor?:
The law decrees
th'lt all flatiron
workers must be
equipped w i th
guards in front
cf the feed rolls
to prevent the
hands of feeders
from being into
the i·ollers, and
r i n g e d fingers
were found especially dangerous,
yet nothing seems
able to instill the
idea of self-preservation at the
small cost of g·iving up some finJ>
ery in work
hours.
It is not only
the gi rls but the
men who sometimes put adornment before safety. Do they realize-just to give
on e instance-that the rim of a
circular saw is
moving at the
rate of one to
two miles a min·
ute?
P erh<tps
not, but the
printed warnings ~
against wearing
rings or gloves
are before their
eyes.
All
the
s a m e smashed
fingers nnd hands
appear with horrible frequency.

SAWDUST
CONVERTED
INTO FOOD

!QUICK HAIR CROWTHl
I/lex Free To You!

I

When the dairy
farmer of the future needs fl!ed
~ for his cows he
may get a fresh
supply by going
Wouhl You Like Such a Result as 2'hisr
Do you w a nt, free, a trial bo~ or Kos.
out in his wood
kott, lhat has proTed successful In 10 many
lot and recl.ucing
CHH1 lho, you needooly to aaswer tbia: adT'..
by ltO•t.,ard or letter, ut.in& for F?.££ BOX.
a few stumps to
Tbla famou1 preparaLlon b for dandruff, thln·
sawdust
ulA\~~EaS~~~::~~i:,ee:: FREE
chemical
By
• new ha~r crowtb. hu beeu reported. wbeu
all elM bad falle4. So why not -.ee for
treatment s aw yo1u•ecltf Koahtt. b used bf men and
women I it 11 perfectly harmleu and on.en
dust may be conit.art.a hair growth in a row doy1. A.ddffMI
v e r t e d into a 1<1lskott Laboratory, East 32d St., ll.'-103 New ~ork, N. Y.
nourishin~ cattle
food. This fact
OLD COINS WANTED
was brought out
$2 to $500 EACH paid for Hundreds of
IJcfore 18!>5. Keep .\.J,L old
dated
Coins
at the sectional
Money. You may have Coins "ortb a
meeting of InLarge Premium. Send lOc. for new
dustrial and ·Enlllustrated Coin Value Book. size 4x6.
Get Posted at Once.
gineering ChemCOIN CO., Box 3G, Le Roy, N. Y.
CLARKE
ists, American
Chemical Society,
CROWN Y O UR TEETH
Our solid ~old shells look like real
at the University
dtmtist'e work, and give you a
·~ of Chicago.
Golden S mile. Fool your friends.
rh:ht qn over tooth. readily
Slipe
&,-1:
J
The process of
~~.~Y ndjusted, remt>vedany time. without
~ trouble. GuRranteed to fit and pleaso.
preparing- such
a m ple, only IOc., 4 for 26c., 12tor 60c., postpaid. "
animal food was SSHEi'
NOVELTY C0.,60Statioa D,Dept.501 ,NewYork, N. Y.
described by E.
C. Sherrarrl and
G. W. Blanco.
sawdust,
White
Reduce 10 to 6-0 lbs.. or more, under $100
finely ground, is
GUARANTEE by Koreln system. Obtain Oil
of Korein at any busy dru& store: or write for
tre~ted with difreb !:.lrochure to Koreln Co.. NL-601, Station F.
1 u t e d sulphuric
Becom& slender by best
New York City.
method. No &alts, no thyroid, no starving. no
acid under steam
Delithtfully easy. rapid
tedious exerclstnc.
reduction; Improves health, symmetry, efficiency;
This
pressure.
ADD 1.'°EARS TO YOUR T.iTFE ! Become thin
the
bTeaks up
a11d remain 10/ REDUCE WE I GHT HAPPILY!
fiber and extr:v~ts
the sugar. The;
S
acid is neutral6 Soor;s, words and music; 25 Pi~
ized bv anding
tures Pretty Girls ;40 Ways to Make
lime. ThP liquid
Money; l Jol<c Dook; 1 Book on
,. .thus obtained.
Love;! Magic Dook; l Book Letter
Writing; 1 Dream Book and Forboiled
when
tune Teller; 1 Cook Book; 1 Base
down, is rich in
Dall Dook, gives rules for games; 1
sugar, and when
Toy Maker Book; Language of
Flowers· I Morse Telegraph Alphamixed with the
bet· 12' Chemical Experiments;
fiber produces
Magic Age Table; Great North Pole
Game; 100 Conundrums ; 8 Puzzles ·
moist feed conAli
Albums.
Verses
30
Games·
12
taining about 15 t he above'by mail forfor10Autograph
cto. and ~ cts. posfage.
per cent of wa- B01'.AL
SALES CO., Box 20, South Norwalk, t;ona.
ter, in w h i ch
form it is fed to
dairy cows.
At the Forest
Products LaboraUn i t e d
tory,
DenartStates
rnent of AP'riculIt was when physidans said it
"as imoossible for J". :11. Miller,
t u re , Madison,
Druggist. to survive the
Ohio
Wis., exp er i ravages of '.ruherculo8iS, hP hP·
rnents are sai<l to
gan C'x.perilnenting on l1imi;:eJt.
have proved that
and discovered tbe Home Tr~at
ADDILTNK
ment known as
cows thrivPd on
Any one with coughs or inthis sawdust rafluenza showing tuberculnr tention, and not onlv
dency or Tuherrulosl" mu.v use
it under plain Llircctions . Rend
188 Pounda
gave morP. n1il1c
80 P ound s
Latest P hoto
and arldress to
uame
but increased in
ADDILINE
338 Arcade Building
Columbus, Ohio
weight,

$

1

TOO

FAT~

BRG V LUE f@r I 0 Ots.

TUBERCULOSIS

I

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive, and Amusing. They Contain
Valuable Information on Almost Every Subject
No. 24. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO GENTLEMEN .-Containing full instructions for writing to gentlemeu on all snbjects
No. 25. HOW TO BECOME A GYMNAST,-Coutaining
full instructions for all kinds of i;-ymnastic sports and
athletic exercises. Embracing thirty-five lllu~trations.
By Professor W. Macdonald.
No. 26. now •.ro now. SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT.
-]'ully illustrated. l!'ull instruction" are p:iven in this
little iiook, together with instrnclions ou swimming and
riding, companion sports to boatiug.
No. 27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOli OF llECITATIONS.-Containing the most popnlar selections in use,
comprising Dutch dialect, French dialect, Yankee and
lrlsh dialect pieces, together with many standard readings.
No. 28. HO'V TO TELL FORTUNES.-Evenone is desirous of knowing what his future life will bring forth
whether happiness or misery, wealth or poverty. Yoii
can tell by a glance at this little book. Buy oue and be
convinced.
No. 29. now TO BECOME A....... INVENTOU.-Every
boy should know how inventions originated. 'l'his book
explains them all, giving examples in electricity, hydraulics, magnetism. optics, pneumatics. m1·chanics, etc.
No. ao. HOW TO COOK.-One of the most instructive
books on cooking ever published. It contaius recipes
tor cooking meats, fish, game, and oysters; also pies
puddi11gs, cakes and all kinds of pastry, and a grand
·
collection of recipes.
No. 31. JIOW TO BECO:IIE A SPEAKER.-Containing
rourteen illustrations, giving the different positions
requisite to become a good speaker, reatler :rnd elocu tionist. .Also containing g~s from all the popular
nutbors of prose and poetry.
No. 32. HOW TO RIDE A BICYCLE.-Containinp: In·
structions for beginners, choice of a machine, bints on
training, etc. A complete book. l!'ull of practical illnstrntions.
No. 35, JIOW TO PLAY GAlllES.-.A comJ21e.te and
u seful little book, containing the rules nnd regq,latlons
of billiards, bagatelle. backgammon, croquet, dominoes, etc.
No. 36. now TO SOLVE CONUNDUUUS.-Contnlning
all the leading conundrums or tile day, am using l'ldtlles,
curious catches and witty sayings.
No. 38. HOW TO BECOlllE l'.OUR OWN DOCTOR.A wonclerful book, containing useful and practical information Ju the treatment of ordinary diseases and ailments common to every family. Abotmding in useful
nnd effective recipes for general complaints.
No. 39. HOW TO RAIS1'J DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS
AND R.AllBITS.-.A use!ul and instructive book. Baud·
somely illustrated.
No . . 40. HOW TO. i\IAKE AND SET TRAPS.-Includlng hints on llow to catch moles. weasels, otter, rats,
squirrels and birds. .Also how to cure skins. Copiously
lllustrated.
No. 41. TlIE BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN'S
JOKE BOOK.-Cont:uni.ng a great variety of the latest
Jokes u&ed by t1ie most famous end men. No amateur
minstrels is complete '"ithout tbis wonderful little book .
No. 42. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK STUl\IP SPEAiiER.-Containiug a varied assortm~nt of stump speeches,
r\'tgro, Dutch and Irish. Also encl men's Jokes. Just
the thing fol' borne amusement and amateur shows.
No. 48. HOW TO BECOME A MAGICIAN.-Containlng Uie grandest assortment of magical illusions ever
placed before the public. .Also tricks with cards, incantatio118, etc.
No. 47. HOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND DRIVE A
HOI!SE.-A complete treatise on the horse. Describing
the most use!ul horses for business, the best horses for
tile road; also valuable recipes for diseases peculiar to
the horse.
No. 48. HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL CANOES.-.A
bandy book for boys, containing full directions tor ~<;m
Rtructing canoes ancl the most popular manner of sathng
Fllily illustrated.
them.
No. 49. HO'V TO DEBATE.-Giving rules for con·
ducting debates, outlines for debate•, questions for discus~ion and the best sources for procuring information
on the question given.
For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any
address on receipt of price, lOc. per copy, !n
money or stamps , by

FRANK TOUSEYi Publisher,
l68 West 23d Street.

New York.

WILD

WEST

WEEKLY

LATEST ISSUES
907. Youug Wilcl West's Paying Placer; or, .Arietta's
fo1cky Shot.
~~ :'. Double Le.ap; or, Downing a Dangerous Gang.
afi~i'.~il'.lcx1can Raiders; or, .Arietta on 11 liot

912

••

ancl ~he .l\avajo Chief; or, ~erce 'l'imes on tbe
Pl ams.
Chai.Ing Horse Thieves; or, .Arietta nud the Cor- f!
ral l\1J stery.
an dha~~: Mine Girl; or, Secret BanJ of Silver

913

"

E~po~ing the Express Robbers; or, With .Arletta

914

"

910

"

911

"

915

"

!llG
917

..
,,

!)18
UlU

..
"

8

i11 Gold Dust City.
and the Cowboy Trailer; or, '.l.'he Rancbman's
Revenge.
and tbe Missing Scout; or, Arietta and the Mad-

man.

Doomed to Death; or, .Arietta and Rifle Queen.
Golden •rrail; or, Mystery ot Magic Pass.
1' 1gllt11~g the Indians; or Uprising of tile Utes.
on a Cattle Range; or, .Arietta and tile "Bad"
Cowboy.
(].allop ,for Glory; or, Death of Ace High.
S1Jver Search; or, Arietta and the Lo$;t 1.~reasure.
at Deatb Gorge; or, Charlie's Hard-Pan Hit.
3!)\l the Dcaclshot Cowboys; or, .A High Old
Ilme at Buckhorn Ranch.
Cavalry Charge; or, 'l'be Shot That Saved
Ari •tta 's Llf<>.

OJ!

!\20

"

!121
~~

;;
..

920

"

8~

::

1
;:~~;-e.~~~~;~~· ~r~e~;m~.r; ~·~i·~~~\~1i~eei1~1ac~1;iive

D28

"

a'sho~~ir. Disputed Claim; or, .Arietta's Golden

021)

"

!)30

..

931

..

U32

"

933

"

034

"

of the Sioux.

and . the Greaser Guide; or, The Trap Tba~
Failed .
Ilipping Round-Up; or. Arietta's Prairie Peril
•
'\'qughest •rrail; or, named bv Bandits
af "l•'orbldden Pass"; and, irow .Arietta Paid
'roll.
ancl tile Indian Traitor; or, Charge of the "Red"
llrigadP.
an cl tile :lfasked Cowboy; or, .Arietta's Ready
Rope.

93G "

and. the. RnncJ;lero's Dau2hter; or, A Hot Old

03G "
•
9 7 "
"
038 "

1'1me 1n i\1cx1co.

,

940

"
"

an cl the :':nncl Hill "Terrors"· or Road 4.gents
'
'
of th~ San ta Fe Trail.
Afte~· "Wllite Ilorse Jack"; or, .Arietta and tbe
'V1l<I Mustang.
ancl the. Cnttle Branclers; 01·, Cr ooked Work on
the Big G Ranch.
Four Foes; or, Secret Band of Cold Camp.
Ilace for Gold; or, Arietta and the Bauk Rob-

941

"

an.cl the Tenderfoot Tourist; or, A Grizzl y Hunt

~39

b~rs.

the Rockies.
Routing the "Ghost Dancers"; or, Arietta and
tl10 Snake Charmer.
Cros~ini:: the Dead Line; or, The Feutl o! th.e .._
111

942

"

943

"

an~~f1:~YB0~ Qit~t~l; !1'i~r~r ;~·tta
11

1

nnd the Game
Stealers.
945 •• on the Desert of Death; or, Hemmed in by
Bandits.
J • Way to
' ht! ng Tb er
the Pioneers;
!l46 " ancl
or, F Jg
Gulch.
Grizzly
947 " nnr1 " Rawhide Ralph"; or, 'l'he Worst Cowboy
in Texas.
948 " Shooting- for Glory; or, The Cowboy Jubilee a.t
Red Dog.
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HARRY E. WOLFF, Pub., 166 W. 23d St., N. Y.

<;CENARIOS

HOW TO
WRITE THEM

Price 85 Cents Per Cop;,By JAllIES P. COGAN
Thls book con ta.ins all the most recent cnanges In the
of construction and submission of scenarios.
Sixty Lessons, covermg every phase ot scenario writ·
Ing, from the most elemental to the most ad,·ancea
principles. This treatise covers everything a person
must know .iu ortler to make money as a success!ut
scenario wnter. For sale by all News-dealers and
Book-Stores If you cannot procure a copy, send us
the price, 35 cents, in money or postage stamps, and
we will mall you one, postage free. .Address
L. SENARENS, 210 Seventh Ave,, New York, N. Y.
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